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SUMMARY 

31-8-1981, 

17-53 hours. 

South Central. 

1676 mm. 

Within the limits of _Ralapet station on Kazipct· 
Bnlharshnh section. 

Derailment. 

No. 121 Up Tamil Nadu Express. 

21 coach~ hauled by WDM-2 Diesel locomo
tives No. 17562 (lcadmg) and No. 17621 (trailing), 

128 Km/h. 

Absolute Block System. 

Single line. 

Level 

If" right handed curve (1167 m radius) followed. 
by straight. 

Good. 

Clear. 

Killcd-16 

lnjured-86 (Gricvous-27, Minor-59), 

Rs. 133.35 lakhs. 

Train having been driven in excess of the autho · 
rised speed. 

Failure of Railway Management to curb the 
tendency of ovcrspceding by Drivers. 

Driver of the Express train. 

(I) Machinery for monitoring speeds or Expn.-~s 
trains to be made effective and ovcrspceding 
tendencies of Drivers to be curbcii. 

(2) Railway Officials who have developed an 
obsession for •speed at any cost' to be corrected. 

(3) Violations of conditions of statutory sana 
ctions issued by the Commision of Railway 
Safety under the Indian Railways Act to l~e 
stopped. 

(4) Track and Rolling Stock used for operation 
of High Speed trains to be maintained to rigid 
specifications prescribed by R.D.S.O. 



From 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 

MINISTRY 0}1 TOURISM AND CIVIL AVIATION 

(COMMISSION OF RAILWAY SAFETY) 

The Commissioner of Railway Safety, 
Southern Circle, 
Banga/ore. 

To 
The Secretary to the Govt. of India, 
Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation, 
Sardar Patel Bhavan, 
New Delhi. 

Through: The Chief Commissioner of Railway Safety, Lucknow. 

Sir. 

In accordance with Rule 4 of tho: Statutory Investigation into Railway Accidents 
Rules, 1973 (published by the Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation under their Notifi
cation No. RS: 13-T(8)/11 dated ~9th April, 1973), I have the honour to report the 
results of my mqmry mto the dcratlmcnt of some coaches of No. 121 Up 'Tamil Nadu 
Expross' train ncar Ralapet station on Kazipet-Balharshah Broad Gauge section of South 
Central Railway. on 31-8-1981. 

1.2 Inspection and Inquiry 

1.2.1 I reached the site of accident at about' 18-00 hours on 2-9-1981 and made a 
quick survey of the site for about 45 minutes before day-light faded. The next morning, 
I spent about four hours at the site in company .with the Chief Engineer, the Chief Mecha
nical Engineer, the Chief Signal and Telecommunication Engineer, the Chief Rolling Stock 
Engineer and the 'Chief Traffic Safety Superintendent, all of South Central Railway, Secun
derabad. the Chief Rolling Stock Engineer of Souther Railway. Madras and the Divi
sional Railway Manager, Secundcrabad. going into the details of damage suffered by the 
rolling stock. the track and the signalling installation and keeping note of the clues still 
available. The joint recordings made by the Railway officials soon after the accident and 
the particulars of the rolling stock and track which had been damaged were also gone 
into. On the 4th of September, I had again spent two hours at the site inspecting the 
damaged rolling stock, track and signalling installation after a few coaches had been 
re-railed. 

1.2.2 On the 5th of September I visited the Singarcni Collieries Company's Hospital 
at Bdlampalli where some of the persons injured in the accident were receiving treat
ment as inpatients and spoke to them. Statement of three of them were also recorded. 

1.2.3 On the 6th of September I again visited the site and spent about four hours 
checking up some details in the context of evidence recorded till the previous evening. 

1.2.4 Shri M. C. Sinha, Dy. Commissioner of Railway Safety, Mechanical, attached 
to the Chief Commissioner of Railway Safety, joined me on the 4th and carried out a 
detailed inspection of the rolling stock involved and furnished his report of observations. 

1.2.5 A Press Notification was issued and it appeared in all English and language 
dailies of the area on 2-9-1981 and again on 21-9-81 inviting members of the public 
having knowledge of the accident or related matters to tender evidence at the inquiry. 
which I commenced at Sirpur Kaghaznagar station on 3-9-1981 and continued at my 
subsequent sittings at Secunderabad and Madms or to communicate with me by post. 



1.2.6 The Civil and Police authorities of Adilabad District of Andlua Pradesh in 
whose jurisdiction the accident had occurred were duly notified. 

1.2.7 The Senior Administrative Officers of South Central and Southern Railway• 
present at the Inquiry. which I held at Sirpur K~ghaznagar from the 3rd to the 6th of 
September, at Secunderabad from the 7th to lOth, at Madras on 22nd, at Secunderabad 
on 28th and 29th September and 1st October and at Madras on 3rd October, were: 

(1) Shri S. Abuzar, Chief Mechanical Engineer, South Central Railway on 3-9-81. 

(.:!) Shri J. Raj.lg;opa.lachari, Chief Traffic Safety Superintendent on all days cx!Xpt 5/IJ to 
7/9, 10/9 & 3/10. 

(3) Sh.ri R. B.:~.lasubr.um.nian,.Chief Engineer on 3.19 and 4/9. 

(4) S!\ri K. S. John, Chief Signl and Telecommunication Engineer • on 3/9, 4;'9, 7/9 h> 10/9, 2!::>/9 
& 29/9. 

(5) Sbri Vinod PJ.I, Chief Traffic Planning Superintendent on 4/9 to 719 & I U.'9 

(6) S~ri S. H. R. Krishn3. Rao, Chief Track Engineer on 5{9 to 9/9, 2~;9 a·d !.)it), 

(7) Shri S. Rangarajan, Chief Rolling Stock Engineer, Southern 
Railway on 3/9,4/9,9/9 and 3/10. 

(S) Shri M.K.L. Nl.raSimhayya. Chief Rolling Stock Engnct.-r, South 
Central Railway on 7{9 to 9{9. 

(9) Shri .A. Viswanathan. Chief Signal and TclC-Com. Engineer 
(Constuction) on 4{9 to 9{9. 

(lO) Shri V. Viswanathao, Divisional Railway Manager, Sccunderab:~d on all days cxc·:pt on 22{9 

and 3/10. 

(II) Shri P.l't.~.rayana Reddy, Addl. Chief Engineer, SccunderJ.bad. on 4/9 to 9/9. 

1.2.8 The following Police Officers were also present at some of the si!lings of 
the Inquiry: 

(I) Shri S. Subbarayudu, Add!. Superintendent of Police, Crime Hranch/CID, 
Hyderabad. 

(2) Shri K. Satyanarayana Rao, Dy. Superintendent of Police, Hyderabad. 

(3) Shri P. Narayana Reddy, Dy. Superintendent of Police, Secunderabad. 

(4) Shri P. Mohan Rao, Inspector, Railway Police, Sccunderabad. 

(5) Shri C. V. Sudhakar Rao, Cl/CB CID, Hyderabad. 

(6) Shri K. Harnath, Inspector of Police, Crime Branch, CID, Hyderabad. 

1.2.9 Evidence of 76 witnesses in all, including 48 Railway Officials of South Cen
tral Railway, 13 of Southern Railway, 3 of Research Designs and Standards Organisation, 
one of Northern Railway and I I members of puNic was recorded. Of these 19 were 
on the train when the accident occurred and three were eye witnesses to it. Evidence 
of two, who were passengers on the train, was recorded at Delhi by the Dy. Commissioner 
of ·Railway Safety, Lucknow and of three Railway Officials by the Divisional Safety 
Officer, Secunderabad at my request. Postal communications received from a few mem
bers of the public are also placed on record. 

NOTE: In this Report-

(i) The expressions 'Tamil Nadu Express' -Or 'The Express train' wherever used 
refer to No. 121 Up 'Tamil Nadu Express' train which left Madras Central 
on the morning of 31·8·1981 for New Delhi and met with the accident at 
Ralapet the same evening. 

(ii) The expressions 'left' /'right', 'front' /'rear' and 'leading' /'!railing' wherever used 
are in reference to the direction in which the train was moving prior to the 
aerailment. 
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(iii) ~terence to coaches wherever made, as A. B. c. D. E. F, G. H, 1, J, K. L, 
• N. 0. P, Q, R, S, T and U, Is as per metal plates fixed on each of the 

coaches on the t~au~ a~~ as per reservation lists prepared at Madras CentraL 
Reference to the1r mdivtdual numbers and positions from thl.! locomotives j. 
to be had from the marshalling order given in para 3.1.1. 5 

(iv) The_ expression 'alignmen~· whcrevc~ used refers to the track alignment of th..: 
Mam hne at Ralapet station on wh1ch the train was signalled to pass. 

1.3 The Ac~idcnt.-At about 17·53 hours on 31-8-1981 while No. 121 Up Tamil 
Nadu _E~press »:h1~h had earhcr ld! Warangal . station after a scheduled halt. was on 
run Wlthm th~ hm1ts of Ralapct statwn on Kaz1pet-Balharshah section of South Central 
R.:ut:vay on Mgn~ls to run thro~gh the st<llJon on Main line. 17 ol :ls 21 c~.,achcs. third· 
to nmctecnth ?"hmd the two tram locomotives. got dcrail~d between telegraph posts 2091 10 
and 209 I 6 between the Up Home S1gnal and the Mam ]me Starter Signal of Ralapet 
station. 

1.4 Cawalties.-About 1100 passengers "'" of a total capacity of 1151) were stated 
t? be occupymg th·~ tram at. the t1mc of the accident. 16 were reported to have lost their 
h":cs a~ ~ ~esult ~f the accJth:nt. 27 sustained grievous injuries and 59 persons sustained 
~m~r I~JUrtes bestde~ sevcwl oth~.:rs who sustained trivial injuries. In the course of my 
mqutry It came to hght that some more persons. whose names are not included in the 
!ist furnished by the Railway Admi:tistration were also injured but their exact number 
ts not known. 

2. RELIEF MEASURES 

2.1 Intimation.-The Accident having taken· place close to Ralap~.:t station. it11! Station 
Master who was an eye witness to the occurrence tried to inform the Divisional Control 
at once but as the telephone was not in working condition, he passed on a brief message 
by "Ilh>ck Telephone" to Sirpur Kaghaznagor at 17-57 hours. followed by a detailed 
report later. The station staff of Sirpur Kaghaznaear had in turn advised the Divisional 
Headquarters at Sccunderabad. the local Police aiid Medical authoritks as well as the 
Management of ·the Sirpur Paper Mills, Sir-Silk Factory and the Rotary Club for rushing 
relief to the accident victims. 

2.2 Medical Attenlioll and Relief.- A few Doctors travdling on the train incluthng 
a Medical Superintendent of Southern Railway commenced rendering first·aid to the in· 
jured within minutes of the occurrence. They were soon joined by the Doctors of thl: 
Employees State Insurance Hospital, Sirpur Kaghaznagar and the Doctors of local Paper 
Mills. Singareni Collieries Co. Ltd., and others from about 18-45 hours onwards. The 
first Railway Doctor from Bellampalli reached the site at 20-20 hours, Doctors from Kazipet 
by about 21-50 hrs., and those from Secunderabad by about 01-00 hotvrs the next morning. 
Road Ambulances, Cars, Vans and Lorries were li!Jerally made available by the manage
ments of the above Organisations and others and the injured were shifted to the E.S.I. 
Hospital, Kaghaznagar. co!"mencing from 19-30 hour>. All tho injured persons requir
ing to be shifted to hospital were moved to the E.S.I. Hosp1tal by about 23-15 hours, 
except one person who could not be extnc~tcd from a. coach. L~1ter. he _was also sh1_ftcd 
but died soon after admission. By the t1me the Rmlway Mcd1cal Rehd Van arnved 
from Kazipet none was left to be shifted to "the hospital. Railway Doctors had _then pro
ceeded to the E.S.I. Hospital and co-ordinated with the Doctors of the Hosp1tal m render
ing medical aid. Subsequently, some of the injured were shifted to the Singarcni Collieries 
Hospital. Bellampalli. on the morning of 1st September. 

2.3 Restoration.--Accidcnt Relief Trains from Kazipet. and BaHt~ushah directions 
were moved to the site and took positions in the early mornmg hours ?f l~t S!.!ptember. 
After removing the coaches which were i!lfringin~ the. track and by d1v~rttng the track 
itself at one location temporarily, the roam runnmg hnc was ma~le avaJiablc for traffic 
at 23-40 hours on 1st September. after about 30 hours of suspens1on. Subsequently. the 
loop line was made available on 7-9-1981. 
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3. THE TRAIN 

3.1 Composition of the Train 

3.1.1 The composition of the Express train in marshalling order was as undcr:

Loeomoti~"s Nl). WDM-2 17562 {leading) 
No. \VDM-2 176:!1 (trailing) 

Cwchcs 

~'- ~~ l. Co:1.ch N-1. and Typ: Cue; I B<>.1y typ.: Yl!.tr Date of Date uf 
id.cnti- buill P.O.H. Return 
llcation 

t. WtR-\\1 4787 A tCF AC/AT 1975 t-1-7-St 7/82 
2. Wl"i':'IY 6T33 ll Do. 1978 2-2-81 2/82 

3. D1_. 6m c Do. 197; lt-tt-80 tt/81 
4. Do. 6793 D Do. 1978 tt-tt-80 tl/81 
5. Do. 6565 E Do. 1974 29-6-81 7/82 
6 WS.-:.l.-\C 5M3 F DJ. l"l.>S 28-5<~1 6182 

7. Dl). 10% G Do. 19:16 21).3-8 I 4.'82 

I. WG'iC'l\ Jll\ H Do. 1974 20-11-80 11181 
9. Do. 679J Do. 1978 23-12-80 1/82 

10. Do. 6937 J Do. 1978 28-1-81 2/8 2 

II. Do. 6549 K Do. 1974 23-10-80 II /81 
12. WCL 6411 L Do. 1966 5-5-81 5-82 
13. WGSCNY712S M Do. 1978 12-1-81 1/82 
t4. Do. 6'J32 N Do. 1?78 4-3-81 3/82 
15. W5C'IY 535J 0 Do. l%'i 3-10-80 10/80 
16. \VACC::W 5313 p OJ. 1974 18-?-80 9/81 
17. WGACCW6193 Q Do. 1978 2-7-81 7/82 
18. WGE-\C 3615 R Do. 1980 6-8-81 8/82 
19. \VFC 6369 s OJ. 1976 19-9-80 9/81 
20. WFC 6015 T Do. 1966 21-8-80 9/81 
21. WIRRM 4788 u Do. 1975 26-12-80 12/81 

3.1.2 The total length of the train including the two locomotives was 495.6 metres 
and its weight was 1136.7 tonnes. 

3.2 llte train was fully vacuum br::kcd and was certified to be loavin~; all of its 
42 vacuum cylinders functioning when the train left Madras Central. that morning. The 
brake power certificate issued to the Driver of the Electric locomotive. which hauled 
the train from Madras Central to Vijayawada. had certified vacuum levds of 55 ems. in 
the locomotive and 50 ems. in the rear brake van of the train. The WAM-4 AC Electric 
locomotive which hauled the train upto Vijayawada was replaced by two WDM-2 loco
motives but the train was worked forward under the same brake power certificate issued 
at Madras Central. The brake power available on the train was 936.6 tonnes while leaving 
Madras Central. 

:>.1 Damage to ltQiliDg Stork 

3.3.1 The "two train locomotives. two front coaches (coaches A & B) and the two 
rear coaches (Coaches T & U) were on rails and 17 intermediate coaches (Coaches C to S) 
wac found derailed, of which eight coaches (G to N) had capsized. 

Particulars of damage sustained by individual coaches are detailed below: 

3.3.2 Coach 'B'-SR WGSCNY 6933-remained on rails but had its trailing end 
draw gear yoke trimmers bent towards right and stiffeners given up. Base plate right Jug 
was sheared off. 

3.3.3 Coach 'C'-SR WGSCNY 6938-was found derailed of all wheels and ground
ed with its left wheels huggin~ the. right hand rail of the Main line and its body and all 
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right W~ecls _lying out~ide, i_nfringi~£. the loop line. The coach had its leading draw hook 
broken IJ_l m1ddlc port1on, nght trallmg buffer bolts sheared off, buffer dropped, and under
gear littmgs damaged. 

, 3.3.4 Coa~h '0'-SR WC!SCNY 6793;-was found derailed and grounded with its 
!dt. w~ecls huggmg t_he nght rail of the Mam hne and Its body and right wheels outside 
mfrmgmg the loop hne but almost parallel to the track alignment. It had its undergear 
damaged. The trailing bogie got separated and was completely d:1maged. 

3.3.5 Coach. 'E'-SR WGSCNY 6565-was found derailed and grounded across 
the loop h!'e makmg a .slight angle with the track alignment, its front end being closer 
to the Mam hne than Its rear end. Both the bogies got separated and strewn away. 
All _wheels were thrown out, both end bodies crushed and middle portion damaged. Its 
leadmg draw hook was broken. right trailing buffer bolts were sheared and dropped and 
all undergear fittings were damaged. 

. ~.3.6 Coach 'f-SR WSCZAC 5643-was found derailed and grounded on ihe 
nght s1de of the mam and loop lines making a slight angle with the track alignment. its 
front en.d being closer to loop line than its rear end. The front bogie wheels of both 
the bog1es were thrown away. Its trailing bogie without wheels was lying under the 
body and leading draw hook was broken. right leading and left trailing buffers damaged 
and all undergcar fittings damaged. 

3.3.7 Coach 'G'-SR WSCZAC 1096-was found lying on its left side. across the 
main and loop lines and almost at right angles to them. Its bogies and wheels were 
thrown away and left side body and undergear fittings completely damaged. 

3.3.8 Coach 'H'-SR WGSCNY 6493-was found capsized on the left side of the main 
line and about 18 metres away from and almost parallel to it with its front end close 
to the rear end of Coach 'G'. Bogie frames without wheels were under the body. Its 
body got damage badly, the leading draw bar shank broken and all under-gear fittings 
damaged. 

3.3.9 Coach '1'-WGSCNY 6790-was found derailed and capsized lying on the 
left side of the track alignment and about IS metres away from it making a slight angle. 
with its front end being farther from the alignment than the rear end. Its boay and 
under-gear were completely damaged. Both the ends were. however, intact. 

3.3.10 Coach 'J'-WGSCNY 6937-was found derailed and capsized. lying across 
the main and loop lines, its front end being close to the rear of Coach '!' on ~he left 
side of the alignment, its body making an angle of about 45" to the track alignment 
and its rear end to the right of it. 11 had its body and under-gear completely damaged 
but ends were intact. 

3.3.11 Coach 'K'-SR WGSCNY 6549-was found capsized and ridden over by 
Coach 'M' and one end was crushed by Coach 'L'. This was the worst affected coach 
and many of the casuafties were from this coach. 

3.3.12 Coach 'L'-SR WCL 6411-was found l;in_g capsized a~ a ~istanc~ o.f about 
20 metres on to the left of the main line. making a shght angle w1th 11. Th1s was the 
next wo,.;;t affected coach after 'K' and had within it several, casualties. 

3.3.13 Coach 'M'-WGSCNY ~125-was found lying derailed ;md capsized, a~ay 
from the main line. and to the left of 11, makmg an angle of about 30 • 1ls rear end bemg 
close to track and front end farther away. The coach was badly damaged. 

3.3 14 Coach 'N'-WGSCNY 6932-was found derailed and partly .capsized on to 
the left ~f the main line but close to it with its front end bemg JUSt behmd the rear of 
Coach 'M'. The damage suffered by the coach was not much. 

3.3.15 ·Coach '0'-WSCNY 5350-was found de~ailed but upright with its bogies 
and wheels in position but completely outs1de the mam line on to the left side. The 
damage it had suJiered was hght. 
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3.3.16 Coach 'P'-WACCW 5343-was similar in alignment to Coach '0' and was 
just behind it with all wheels having left the main line on to the left side. The damage to 
the coach was minimal. ... 

3.3.17 Coach 'Q'-WGACCW 6193-was derailed of all wheels but its left wheels 
only had ldt the track and right wheels were in the middle of the track. The coach was 
just behind Coach ·p• in alignment. 

3.3.18 Coach 'R'-WGEAC 3605-had all its left wheels derailed outside the left 
rail and right wheels inside the track. It was just behind Coach 'Q' on the curved align· 
ment of the track. 

3.3.19 Coach 'S'-WFC 6369-had its front bogie only derailed but rear bogie 
wheels floating. The derailed left wheels were outside the left rail and right wheels 
inside the track. It was just behind Coach 'R'. 

The total cost of damage to rolling stock. excluding electrical equipment. is estimated 
by the Railway Administration to be about Rs. 75 Lakhs. 

3.4 Damage to the Permanent Way 

Permanent Way in a length of about 250 metres on the main line and about 75 
metres on the loop line was completely damaged besides one I in 12 tum-out on steel 
sleepers. 

The approximate cost of damage is estimated to be Rs. 2.5 Lakhs. 

3.5 Damage to Signalling and Telecommliltications equipment.-The Down main line 
and loop Starter Signals were completely damaged and uprooted. The equipment at the 
points of the I in 12 turn-out and the derailing switch were also damaged and uprooted. 
Detectors of the points. main line track circuiting feeding arrangements. battery boxes and 
cable were damaged. Signal and Point transmission pertaining to Up Home and Down 
Advanced Starter and Starter Signals was also damaged. 

The approximate cost of damage is assessed as Rs. 0.85 lakhs. 

3.6 Damage to the Electrical equi(Jmt·nt.-Four A.C. Coaches and II non-A.C. 
Coaches suffered damag~. some of them exten!tively. 

The approximate cost of damage is assessed as Rs. 55 lakhs. 

3.7 There was no damage to other Railway assets. 

3.8 The cost of damage to Railway assets as furnished by the Railway Admini•. 
!ration aggregates to Rs. 133.35 lakhs. 

IV. LOCAL FEATURES 

4.1 The accident occurred within the limits of Ralapet station in between the Up 
Home and main line Starter signals: Ralapet is situated in Adilabad District of Andhra 
Prade>h. about 32 kilometres from Bellampalli, an important colliery centre of M Is. 
Singarcni Collieries Co. Ltd .. and seven Kilometres from Sirpur Kaghaznagar with its 
Paper Mills. Silk Factory and other industries. 

4.2 After leaving Asifabad Road, the alignment runs on a straight line for about 
2.5 kms., which is practically South to North and then swings to the left in a 1750 m. 
radius curve for about a kilometre in length. ·After running on straight for another 2.5 kms .. 
it swings further to the right in a 1167 metre radius curve between Km. 210/6 and 209/9 
to enter Ralapct yard on the straight alignment at Km. 209/9. where its direction is North· 
Northeast. After running on the straight alignment for a portion of the yard, it takes 
a reverse curve of 1400 metre radius in Km. 208 before crossing the major girder bridge 
No. 208 (consisting of 5 X 18 m. and I X 90 m. girder spans) across the rivulet 'Bibra'. 
After crossing the bridge it takes a further rightward swing towards Sirpur Kaghaznagar 
where its direction is Southwest to North-East. The country side in the entire reach con
sists of forests and bushes and is sparsely populated. 
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. 4.3 The alignment in the approach of Ralapct is alternatively on banks and in 
cuttm~s. The soil is soft. moo rum of which the bank is formed. The entry to the station 
yard Is through a if" nght handed ·-curve (1167 m. radius), transitioned at either end 
1o a nominal l~ngth of 70 metres. In between the transition curve and the facing points 
of the I in 12 turn-out of the yard, there is a straight of about 20 metres as per the lay-out 
design. The points and crossing is itself on a straight as per the lay-out design. The 
Permanent Way consists of 52 kg. rails welded into 5 rail, lengths of 60-65 m. each, laid 
on C:ST-9 sleepers to ~ + 7 density laid i'! 1966 over stone ballast. The points and 
crossmg of the turn-out IS also of 52· kg. sectiOn on a steel sleeper layout laid in 1975. 

4.4 Ralapet is a 'B' Class station, interlocked to Standard m and is equipped with 
Multiple Aspect Upper Quadrant Double Wire Signalling comprising Distant, Home, Starter 
and Advanced Starter signals in each direction. A loop line takes off the m.ain line on 
a nght hand turn-out. The station building is the Signal Cabin itself, located in the middle 
of the yard on the loop line side. The station is not open for commercial purposes. 

4.5 Trains are operated between Asifabad Road and Ralapet stations under what 
is called the Absolute Block System of Train Working and the Block Instruments in usc 
are Tokenless type of Podanur make. ' 

4.6 The maximum permissible speed of trains in the section is 100 Km./h. except 
for a few pairs of Superfast trains. which are pennitted a maximum speed of 110 Km./h. 
There was no pcnnanent or temporary speed restriction of any kind between Asifabad Road 
and Ralapet on the day of the accident. A 30 Km./b. temporary speed restriction was 
·in force at the approach of the curve in Km. 210/6-7 for all Up and Down trains till 
29-8-81. when it was removed and sectional speed restored. 

4.7 Tamil Nadu Express is pennittcd a maximum speed of 110 Km./b. and a booked 
speed of 100 Km.fh. The Time Table for the train which is based on trials conducted 
in 1976 for a 13 coaches train hauled by a single WDM-2 locomotive provided for an 

· ovemll time of 345 minutes between Vijayawada an~ Balharshah and nonn~l and minimum 
running times of 300 minutes and 272.5 minutes respectively, the balance 45 minutes being 
provided for traffic halts. Engineering restrictions, etc. On int~oduction of the Double
headed Express with a trailing load of 21 coaches in 1979, no tn.als were known to hove 
been conducted but the timings of the· earlier single-beaded tram were adopted. As on 
31-8-81 (as per the revised Time Table which came into force on and from 16-4-1981) f!lc 
lnormal and minimum running inter-sectional timings were the same as for the earlier 
single-headed train but the train had an overall running time of 361 minutes, a total nonnal 
running time of 296 minutes and minimum running time of 271 mmutes. 

4.8 The· kilometrage of various locations and stations mentioned. in this Report. 
reckoned from Wardha on the Central Railway, is as under:-

Madras Central 

Vijayawada . 

Warangal 

Kazipct 

Bcllampalli . 

Asifabad Road 

Site of Accident 

Rnlarct 

Sirpur-K~gha1nagar 

Balharshah • I 

There arc 14 Telegraph posts per kilometre at the site of the accident. 

V. SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE 

1015.26 

586.50 

376.90 

366.80 

240.89 

216.57 

209/10-6 

209.13 

202. t8 
132.40 

5.1.1 Sri E. 0. Lever, Driver of the ill-fated train said that his r~in ran hro~gh 
Asifabad Road station on main line through signals at 17.54 hours and. wh1le approacbmg· 
Ralapet, was running at 90 Km./h. While passing the cabin he noticed that the vacuum 

2-1 CRSJLucknow/86 
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!tad dropped and on looking back fo~nd that only 2 coac11es w_ere behind the engines 
and the rest of the train had be<:n left behind. He sh>pped the mcomplcte tram a httlc 
bevond the Down Home Siena! after crossing the· nfJjor bridge. After his co-driver, who 
went back to the station sid< to see what had happened, returned with the Station Master. 
the train was backed upto the station. The accident occurred at 17.58 hours, weather 
was clear. day light was still available and visibility "'as good. 

5.1.2 Answering questions, the witness gave the following information:--

(i) The mechanical speedometer was recording 10 km. in excess of the electrical 
speedometer. He considered that the Electrical speedometer was more accurate 
He did not, however, check the speed with reference to the Telegraph posts. 

(ii) The vacuum created by the engine was 53 em on tl1e down trip from Balharshah 
to Vijayawada on 30-8-81 and 50 em on the up trip from Vijayawada to Ralapct 
on 31-8-1981. 

(iii) The first indication he had of the accident was the dropping of vacuum. He 
bad no indication of anything unusual happening to the train. He did not 
(even) feel the breaking of draw hook between the second and third coaches. 

(iv) He was not aware of the notification published in South Central Railway Gazette 
in 1977 about loss of time on speed restrictions. ' 

(v) He did not observe the Speed restriction of 30 km./ h between Raghavapuram 
and Ramagundam as it pertained to Road over bridge and not to track. 

5.2 Sri G. Venugopal, Co-Driver of the train, said that after leavine Asifabad Road, 
the train ran at a speed of 95 to 100 km./h. Somewhere between the 'up Home Signal 
and the Down Advanced starter signal of Ralapet he had experienced a recoiling feeling 
on the locomotive and jerk resulting in the parting. While on run !)(!tween Asifabad Road 
and Ralapet he experienced severe oscillations in the locomotive at km. 213/8. Although 
a danger hand signal was displayed at the cabin as the train passed, the front portion 
was _continued to run at the same speed with a view to avoid collision with rear coaches 
which parted. 

5.3.1 Sri I. J. LOPES, Guard of the train, said that as the train wa·o approathing 
Ralapet at its nonnal speed of about 100 km./h., he suddenly felt a jerk which hit him 
on his back and he fell down on the floor. He took a few minutes to recover before he 
went out of the van. He went to the cabin to inform the authorities about the accident 
but as the Control phone was not working, the Station Master spoke to Sirpur Kaghaznagar 
on block phone at 18.20 hours. Thereafter he rendered first aid to some injured passengers. 
He had no. emergency lighting provided in the brake van but the generator van in the rear 
of the train gave some lights to light upto 5/6 bogies from the rear. 

5.3.2 Answering a question, the witness said that the loss of 2 minutes for 15 km./h. 
restriction between Repalliwada and Asifabad Road and I minute for 30 km./h. restric
tion between Raghavapuram and Ramgundam which he recorded in his journal were the 
actual losses suffered by the train. 

· 5.4.1 Sri Zahir Ahmed, Assistant Guard, said that after leaving Asifabad Road, 
the train ran at its nonnal speed. As his coach (first behind the engine) was negotiating 
the Up Home and Down Starter Signals of Ralapet he experienced a side jerk which had 
thrown him out on to the left side. As he looked out in the rear from the right side 
window be found that the train had parted. 

5.4.2 Answering a question, the witness said that earlier on the run he did not 
experience any jerk similar to the one he felt at Ralapet. 

5.5 Sri 1\1, Ramachandra Rao, Tr•in Superintendent, Southern h:ailway said that 
at the time of. the accident he occupied '0' coach and the train was running at the maxi
mum speed of 110 km./h. At 18.05 hours he experienced a sudden jerk and oscillation 
of the coach and the train came to a stop· 



Other points which tho witness touched in this deposition include the following:

(i) When he went to the cabin at about 18.30 hours he noted the levers 7 15 16 
22, 34, 37 & 38 as being in lowered position. ' ' ' 

(ii) There was no arrangement in the train to light up the area. The Electrical 
~h~rgc:man who was on the t~ain tried t_o give some lights outside as well as 
mSide the compartments but hos efforts dod not succeed as far as outside light
ing was concerned. 

(iii) He had not kept any rfcord of injured passengers shifted to hospitals. 

(iv) There was no help available for shifting the .luggage and other belongings of 
the passengers and they helped themselves. . 

(v) Of the 32 catering personnel in the pantry car, 18 were injured and three lost 
thdr livc:s. Refreshments to stranded passengers were served by Sirpur Paper 
Mills authorities. 

5.6.1. Sri S. N. Coutmtlor, Joint Director, RDSO, Lucknow who o~cupiec.l a berth 
in Coach 'R' said that for 5-10 minutes before the train derailed he felt that the riding 
was rough compared to the running he experienced earlier on the journey. He found it 
difficult to read and so he stopped reading. At about 17.56 hours he experienced a sudden 
jerk. The jerk was longitudinal as a result of which he was thrown on to the opposite 
berth. Within 3 or 4 seconds he experienced a grating sound and the train came to a 
stop with a jerk. On going out of the coach and looking around he found that the train 
had derailed and some of the coaches had e<opsizcd. 

5.6.2 The following were among other things the witness stated in his deposition:-

(i) He went up the cabin and took stock of the position of levers at 18.12 hours. 
He found that levers 7, 15. 16. 22. 34. 37 and 38 were in pulled condition. 
None of the clutches was in tripped condition. His observation of the indi
cators was that 36 loop Home was 'ON'; 37 Main Home 45° was 'ON': 38 

'Main Home 90° was 'ON'; Home light was 'ON'; Loop Home light was 'ON'; 
Main Home light was 'ON'; Down Distant was 'ON'; 15 Track (Advanced 
starter replacement) was 'ON\ Distant release was normal and sealed. 

(ii) The Tokenless Block Instrument (Podanur Type) for Ralapet-Asifabad Road 
Section had its 'Train on line' light red, Station Master's key normal, Cancellation 
No. 000406 and the block phone dead. The Tokenless Block Instrument for 
Ralapet-Sirpur Kaghaznagar section also had 'Train on line' light red. The 
block phone was wNking and cancelaltion number was 000403. The Control 
phone was dead. 

(iii) From the above indications he concluded that there was nothing abnormal as 
far as Signalling and Block equipment in the cabon were concerned. 

(iv) He did not consider it possible or correct at that moment to undertake record· 
ing of his observations in the register. 

(v) The expression 'rough riding' which he used in his deposition was a relative 
term and the track was rough compared to _the earlier . stretches of to:ack 
negotiated by the train. He felt that the tram was runmng at a speed lottie 
higher than the maximum speed it. was supposed to go. He was, however. 
unable to say what the speed could have been at the time of derailment. 

5.7.1 Sri s. Palanivcln, Electrical Cl•argeman, Southern Ra!lway who wa~ inchaq;e 
of the power cars on the train and was on the last coach at the tome of the acctdent saod 
that he noticed at 17.58 hours that the power had troppcd and when he learned out he 
saw dust and smoke. 

5.7.2 Answering questions. he said that-

(i) the train was running at normal speed and he did not experience any unusual 
jerk. 

(ii) there was n~ provision in the train for outside lighting; and 

(iii) that no emergency lighting kit was carried by him. 
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5-8.1 Sri T. N. Narendra Vanna, an Officer of the Indian Overseas Bank. Delhi, 
who was travelling in 'B' coach of the train said that at about 6.00 p.m. \\hik on his way 
to the Pantry Car for some refreshments, he experienced a heavy jerk while passing 
through the AC coach. He was pushed to the right side but steadied himself. While 
entering the Pantry Car, within a minute of the first jerk he experienced the colliding 
effect. 

5.8.2 Answering questions the witness said that-

(i) the train was running higher than the normal.spccd at the time of the accident. 

(ii) running after leaving Vijayawada was more unsteady than the earlier run. 

5.9 Sri A. U. Bhaskara Rao, an employee of the Ddcncc Servic~s. whc "a' Ira· 
veiling in 'K' coach, said that the running of the train from Vijayawada where he boarded 
was smooth like any other journey by the same train. Suddenly he experienced a heavy 
jerk and in quick succession the coach derailed and capsized and another coach rolled 
over iL 

5.10 Sri A. Chakravarthy, all Executive of a Shoe Factory in Agra. who was 
travelling in coach 'G' (A/C chair car) said that the run upto the time of the accident 
was smooth and he did not feel anything unusual. He felt that at the time of the acci· 
dent the train was running at its usual speed as it had run all the way from Madras. 
He lost consciousness soon after the occurrence and was not in a position to rcco!Jcct 
how it all happened. 

5.11 Sri C. Muralikrisbna Murthy, Train Examiner. Suuthem Railway, said that 
the train had a normal run and he did not feel anything unusual prior to the accident. 
At the time of the occurrence he was in coach '0' and felt a sudden kft side jerk and 
the coach appeared to be having a pendulum type movement till it came to an abrupt 
stop. At the time he felt the jerk, the train was running at its maximum speed of 
110 km./h. After that it moved for about 3-4 seconds and might have covered two to 
three bogie lengths before coming to a stop. 

5.12.1 Sri T. V. Srinivasan, a retired Chie~ Opemting Supcrinten<knt of ludian 
Railways, who was travelling in 'S' coach of the train said that he felt that the train was 
running at a good speed when he suddenly felt a severe lateral jerk (possibly left-ward) 
followed by another short jerk with which it canae to a stop. 

5.12.2 In his detailed account of what he saw and did after he came out of the 
coach, the witness stated, among other things, the following.:-

(i) The rescue opemtions carried out by the Police personnel travelling by the 
train were hanapered (or some time for want of cutting tools. 

(ii) Excellent work was done by the trucks requisitioned by Sirpur Paper Mills 
authorities in transporting the injured to the hospital. 

(iii) Remarkably good work was done by the members of the Rotary Club, Sirpur 
Paper Mills and Sir-Silk Ltd., in arranging food and accommodation to stranded 
passengers. 

(iv) The arrangements made for the running of the duplicate train to Delhi could 
have been more satisbctory (than what they were). There were n<• arrange· 
ments at the large number of unscheduled halts of the train to provide even 
a cup of milk for the children while the train did not stop at stations where 
such facilities were available. 

(v) His feeling as an Ex-Railway man was that the Railways had th~ resources 
and ability to organise the arrangements (for the passengers travellmg by the 
duplicate train to Delhi) much better than they had actually done. 

5.13.1 Sri M. P. Radha Krishnan, Editor of a weekly at Delhi, who was travelling 
in Coach 'G' (A/C chair car) of the train said that he had suddenly felt something like 
an explosion and the coach began to shift towards the right and after a few seconds came 
to a stop on its side· The speed of the train at that tome was a httlc faster than Y.hat 
is normally experienced on Super fast tmins and may be between 100 and 120 km./h. 
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S. 13.2 The following were among other points made by the witness:-

(i) No attention was given to him for a long time after he was admitted to the 
hospital. 

(ii) :h: term 'explosi.on' used by him was actually a crash which gave him 
feeling of an explosiOn but he d1d not consider it to be due to sabotage. 

(iii) Ar~angemenls made by the Railway authorities to meet the situation were 
sal!sfactory and chaos and confusion prevailed. 

the 

not 

(iv) The .Indian Railw~ys which have introduced Super-fast trains should ensure 
sus_tamcd tcchnologtcal advance to prevent recurrence of situations like the one 
which occurred on 31st August (81). 

5.14.1 Dr. K. M. Cherian, Medical Superintendent, Southern J{3J]wav who was 
lr'dvelling in Coach 'T' d the train said that (prior to the accident) the journey was normal 
and smooth and the tram was runnmg at the usual speed of a Super fast train and he had 
not _felt anythmg unusu::J. Th_ere was a sudden big jolt similar to what is felt when a 
partmg takes place and the tram came to a stop in 10 seconds. 

5.14.2 Dr. Cherian gave a detailed ac-count of what all he saw and did. Among 
the points be made were:- · 

(i) By 7.30 p.m. the first batch of injured persons were transported to the hispital 
. in a truck escorte<l by th" Additional General Manager ot South Central Rail

way, and the second batcii was escorted by him personally to the hospital. 

(ii) He felt that the injured persons were taken care of to the best of the facilitic• 
available at that place and that in the circumstances in which the accident had 
taken place whatever was possible had been done. 

5.15.1 Sri Purushottam Rao, a passenger travelling in Coach 'H', said that after . 
leaving Vijayawada, the train picked up speed and after Ioaving Kazipct, he felt that it 
was really over-speeding. He could not even steadily press the cock to get water (in the 
toilet where he went a little before the crash). He was still in the toilet when he felt 
a loud explosive crash and his coach was hitting the front coach and had recoiled more 
than once. 

5.15.2 Other poirits made by the witness include:-

(i) He travelled by Tamil Nadu E•prcss a number of times. In the early stag"s 
the upkeep of the train used to be very good, but on this trip the arrangements 
were not •that satisfactory'. 

(ii) He entered the toilet approximatdy 3 minutes before the occurrencl! but wh~:n 
he tried to put a few mug-fulls of water to have a bath he found it very difficult 
and felt that the train was running at a high speed. 

5.16 Sri P. Munu•-wamy, a bearer of the Pantry Car attached to the train, said that 
after the train left Vijayawada when he was serving Thalis. he felt it a little dilficult to 
balance them. The train was, however, running at its normal speed. Some 5-10 minutes 
before the occurrence he felt slight swaying which made it difficult for him to hold the tray 
of eatables he was then carrying. He felt a voilent sideway lurch like "waves of the sea" 
and held· on to the rods to balance himself. He was in 'J' or 'K' coach at that moment 
and within the last two seconds before it came to a stop. a rail pierced into his coach. 

5.17.1 Sri K. Anbumani, a bearer of the Pantry Car, said that aftc" the train left 
Warangal the speed increased and particularly after passing Godavari bridge (at Km. 264-
265 which it passed around 17.20 hours) started shaking sideways. He felt that it was 
running at a still higher speed. He experienced the shaking in coaches 'K' & 'L' where 
he was serving coffee. Suddenly he experienced braking effect and the coach started 
moving forward and backward and then came to a stop. 

5.17.2 Answering a question. the witnt!ss said that he generally cxp~!ricnccs shaking 
of the conches between Jhansi & Ddhi and again from Bhopal to Amla. but the shaking 
he had experienced in this trip was a iittle more than those earlier ones. 
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5.18.1 Sri Sbamsbor Singb, AdditiOnal General Manager, South ( ~ntrnl Railway 
who was travelling in Coa~h •R' said that some tim..:: pri('r to th~: <_tc.:-c.~t.knt hi.! dnzcd on and 
was suddenly wok~n up due to the train coming to a stnp with a b1g Jerk. . l_~rom \Var~1ngal 
onwards (where he boarded the train) he did not experience any rough ndmg nor dtd he 
have any impression that the tram was runnmg at an cxccsstv~o: sp.:cd. 

5.18.2 Thl.! witnl!ss gave! a detailed a...:cuunt of what all h-: saw a1~d did aftl.!r the 
occurrence and th~ following were among othl.!i things, touched Uplm by l11m:-

(i) Soon after the occurrence he wc;nt l'Ut. made a quick assessment t~f the situati?r;. 
and rushed to the cabin from when:: he spllkc to the next stauon rcquc:stmg 
for immediate medical assistam."C. 

(ii) He accompanied 15-16 persons with serious injuries to. th~ hospital, an hour 
and a half after the occurrence which he cstimat~d as havmg takc:n plac~ at ! 8.00 
hours. 

(iii) He w~nt over the site from one end to the otha to :-.c.: if 1_ha7 was any ~\bvious 
evidence which would prove useful for sub:-.cqu~nt mvcst1gatwns but <.lid not 
come across any such evidence which he could C·onclusivdy int..:rprct as the 
t.::Ju~.: of the accident. 

5.19.1 Sri K. Gopa1akrishna, Staff reporter of some journals at VijayawaJa, who was 
travelling in "F' coach of the train. said that at abnut 5.50 P~. h..;: cxpah.:nccd a big sound 
similar i:1 that of a thunder bult and the ct•ach ldt the rails and started moving to his r;ght. 
There were half a dozen similar experiences in a short time (which app:.::ared to him to be 
5 minutes) and the coach came to a stop away from the track. He frequently travels by 
high speed trains and he felt that the SJ>i!ed of the train prior to the occurrence was about 
100 km/h .. normal for a high speed train. While the Pantry Car (Coach 'K') where he 
went a little earlier was very unsteady, jolting like a craJ!c. his coach (Coach 'F') ran 
steadily right from Vijayawada and he did not experience anything abnormal till thr.: al."ci
dcnt had occurre<l. 

5.19.2 Th.,. witness added that his journey from Sirpur Kagha1nagar onwards te 
New Delhi was not at all comfortable. No arrangcm~.:nts well.! made f.1r f•.)()d or h.:frcsh-
ments after h:aving Sirpur Kaghaznagar. The train slopped 40 to 50 lim~:s cnroutl!. the 
coaches were also rickety and two of them had to be changed in between being considcrcd 
unsafe. 

5.20.1 J\liss Susbila Subrabmanian, A"istant Librarian. Jawaharlal Nehru Umver
sity, Delhi, who was travelling in a Coach 3rd from the rear (Coach 'S') said that when she 
visifed the toilet sometime after passing Vijayawada, she found the oscillation of the coach 
so much that she was afraid that she would fall down. This state indicated to her "that 
the train was running at a higb speed". The journey was not smooth but "jerky and 
johing"'. About 10-JS minutes prior to the accident there were a few jerks and then 
suddenly she felt that there was •·a several upheaval like a storm accompani..:d by ratlling. 
then a few seconds later another such upheaval and rattling effect and th-:n the coach stop
ped after derailing". 

5.20.2 Describing her experiences by the duplicate train after leaving S1rpur Kaghaz
uagar on 1-9-81. the witness said that "'there was no water in the toikt and no catering 
arrangement whatsoever till Nagpur". The coaches were very old and in a broken con-
dition. On 2-9-81 there was no catering till she reached Delhi at 14.00 hours. 

5.20.3 The witness added that she was "pleasantly surprised to note that there was 
DO Wible indication of any attempt to rob the passengers. On the other hand the villagers 
appear<d helpful". 

5.21.1 Sri K. S. Saibaba, a Post Graduate student of Jawahar1a1 Nehru University, 
~ho travelled in 'E' compartm7n~ (Coach 'E') of the train from Vijayawada, in his doposi
tton before the Deputy Commtsswner of Railway S:~fcty (Traflic). Lucknow, at Delhi on 
21-9-81, said that he experienced severe jerks and saw things falling down when he went 
to the Pantry Car. He reported about the speed to the SWtion Master. Warangal but ~te 
latter took no notice of it. Subsequently he experienced that jerking noise was getting too 
mu~h and felt that any moment his coach might be thrown out. At about 5.45 PM he 
nottc~d from the :ovindow that Coaches 'A' & 'B' with the engine were getting awav. In 
thz v1cw of the Wltnc!.s the sp!!ed of the train was too high as compared to normal r"unning. 
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5.21.2 In his cnmmunication Uah:d 24-9-81. addrcss~d to me by post. thl.! witnt:ss 
gave among other things the following further information: 

· (i) He noticed jerking. shaking and peculiar noise in bogie 'E' <Cuoch 'E') in which 
he was travelling. He was very much suspicious and had a premonition that 
thcrt! was a certain malfunctioning of the bogie. 

(ii) After the train left Warangal. he changed to Coach 'N' where many of his 
fricnrls were travelling. Around 6.00 PM when the accident occurred there 
was a big explosion-like thunder. 

(iii) In his view. had his complaint been taken serious notice of at \Varangal. the 
acddcnt would not have taken place. 

(Note:-The Station Master and the Assistant Station Master on duty at 
\Varangal denied havmg been approached by the witness durin~ the time the 
Express Train halted at the station. The Travelling Ticket Examiner manning 
Coach 'E' said that no such passenger (as the witness) travelled in Coach 'E' 
and there was no convcr'\ation of the nature reported between him and any 
passenger.) 

5.22.1 Sri M. A. H. Haf<e7, S;ation Master. Ralapet said· that 'Line Clear' was 
taken at 17.45 hours by station Master. Asifabad Road. for the Block section Asifabad 
RoaJ-Ralap"t for the Express train and the witness had in turn taken 'Line Clear' for the 
lllock section Ralapet-Sirpur Kaghaznagar at 17.46 hours. Thereafter, through signals 
were taken oJT for the train to run through the station on the Main line. The train left 
Asifabad Rnad at 17.50 hours and he was expecting it to run through his station at 17.54 
hours. He was standing in the balcony of his cabin looking in the dn-ection of the train 
and as it approached the Down starter he suddenly heard a 'thud-thud sound' followed by 
dust and smoke rising up As the Engines approached the cabin he found that only two 
coaches were behind them. Red signal was immediately displayed but the train did not 
·stop. The time recorded by him was 17.56 hours. The Station Mzster. Sirpur Kaghaz
nagar. came on phone immediately he heard the •train on line' buzzer :md witness told him 
at 17.57 hours about the accident but asked him to wait fru> details till he (·,itness) was able 
to ascertain. The Section Controller could not be contacted as the t~l¢phonc was not 
working. At 18.05 hours Joint Director, RDSO Sri Contractor entered his cabin anti 
noted the position of levers. 

5.22.2 The witness gave the following ftiTthcr details:-

(i) A• he looked out for tho approaching train visibility was normal, the sky was 
clear and it was still day light. He was able to see all signals and other Qbjects 
normally. " 

(ii) The Signalling and Interlocking system worked normally throughout the dav 
during his duty hours (8 to 18 hrs.l and earlier trains had passed smoothly 
and there was no failure. 

(iii) During his 2! ye·ars stay at the 5tation he came across signal failur~s now and 
then but there were more elel·trical failures than mechanical failures. There 
was no unsafe failure. 

5.23 Sri Md. Mnhaboob Jan, Pointsmau, Ralapet. said that as the train entered 
the block section "Asifabad Road-Ralapet" he took his position on the off-side of Ralapet 
station to exchange nlright signals with the train crew. While he was lo~1king m the dircc· 
tion of the approaching train. and as it w;1~ passing the Down starter he heard a loud noise 
followed by derailment and capsizcment of coaches. Two engines and two coaches. how· 
ever. proceeded on the Main line beyond the station inspite of witness displaying his rl!d 
hand signal. It stopped after covering some distance. Answering a que'\tion the witness 
said that the train passed him at the normal >peed at which Tamil Nadu r:,pres. normally 
passes. He did not notice anything unusual wit~I the coaches. 

5.24 Sri Rajiab 1\Jalliah, Gangman of Gang No. I. said that at the titne of accident 
he was on Ra1apet platform oppasite the cabin waiting for a passenger train which was to 
rollow the Express train. As the train approached the yard and passed over the point 
there was an explosive sound and dust was raising. Simultaneously. there was a sound 
at the cabin also indicating the snappin~ of s:~nal wires. The train approached the station 
at the normal speed of Tamil Nadu Express. 
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5.25 Sri S. A. Azeem, Station Ma,tcr, A>ifabad Road, said ~hat the Express train 
rnn throuoh his station at 17.50 ltrs. at its nomml maximum speed of 110 km/ h .• and he 
cxchaneed alright signals with the train crew who acknowledged the >&me. The run of 
the train was normal and be did not notice anything unusual. 

5.26 Sri '\1. Ranumantha Rao, Assistant Station Master, Rechni Road, said that 
as the E'l'ress train ran through the station at 17.45 hours at its usual speed he ex~hanged 
si•nals with the train crew who acknowled•ed the same. He dtd not find anythmg un-
usual with the train. -

5.27 Sri P. A. Yenkatesan, Driver. ·who worked the train between Madras and 
Vijayawada, said that the run from Madras to Vijayawada was smooth and he did ~ot 
experience any thing unusual. He was able to create 56 em of vacuum on the 1ocomotiVC 
gauge and his ·Guard told him that he ha<! 53 em in the brake van _gauge. although the 
Brake Power certificate mentioned only 55 em and 50 em. The tram had normal broke 
power and he had no difficulty in controlling or stopping the train wherever nccossary. 

5.28 Accordin~ to Sri 1\1. Dasaralha Ramaiah, Guard, who worked 
Madras to Vijayawada. the prescried vacuum level on rear brake van of 
Express was only 50 ems although the level of 53 em was maintaJOcd. 
Vijayawada was smooth and nothing unusual came to his notice. 

the train fr<'m 
Tamil Nadu 
The run upto 

5.29.1 Shri B. L. Dada, Vice President, Sir-Silk. Sirpur Kaghaznagar, said that 
he received information about the accident at about 6.30 PM and bad immediately organis
ed relief by rushing Doctors and others to the site. He himself went there within about 
15 minutes. It took about 2! hours to remove all the injured (except cnc trapped person) 
from ~ite and by 11.15 PM they were all in the hospital. About 15 trucks were used to 
shift the stranded passengers from site to SKZR and all of them were accommodated for 
the night in various public and private places. By about 2.00 A.M. all wore fed and early 
in the morning the~ were all shifted to Railway Station from where they took trains to 
their respective destinations. 

5.29.2 An important observation which the witness made was that some of the more 
enlightened passengers told him during discussion that they had felt unusual bad riding on 
the run beyond Vijayawada and the speed at which the train was running was excessive. 

5.30.1 Dr. V. Sarveswar Rao, Assistant Divisional Medical Onieer, Hellampalli. 
who was the first South Central Railway Doctor to visit the site of accident. s"id that he 
reached the site at 20.20 hours. By that time several Doctors were already there attend
ing to these who received minor injuries, but there was none to be shifted to the hospital. 
He was at site till 3.00 AM and later visited the Employees State Insurance hospital at 
Sirpur Kaghamagar and the Singareni Coliieries hospital at Bellampalli. He co-ordinated 
with the Doctors of Singareni Collieries hospital, Bellampalli, while his Divisional Medical 
Officer co-ordinated with those at Sirpur Kaghaznagar. 

5.30.2 II persons died on the spot and 5 died after bei~g admitted to hos'pitals. 
20 persons were grieviously injured and 38 received simple injuries and 26 trival injuries. 

5.31 Sri Posham IJiiab, Gangmate; said that he walked over his entire gano len!!th 
on 28-8-81. performing the duties of Keyman and satisfied himself that the track ~as "in 
a fit condition. In his view the points run satisfzctorily but whenever Signal and T cle
commnnication department makes a programme for attention to their gear his gang also 
works. The frequent attention given to the points as seen from the chart was on this 
account and also for the attention given in connection with the test runs of oscillograph 
car and Amsler track recording car. 

. 5.32 Sri Md. Yusuf Ali, Permanent Way Inspector, Sirpur Kagh3llldgar, said tlmt 
be mspected the track by trolly and later from the foot plate of an Express train on 29-8-81 
and no bad spots were observed by him in Km. 209-210. 

. The following were among the other issues which the witness clarified in his deposi-
tion:- . . 

(i) Of t~e irregularities in versines in transitions at both ends of lhe curve recorded 
by hts A<>istant Engineer during his check on 6-8-81, the transition at Kazipet-cnd 
only was attended to on 20th and 21st August, '81. 
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(ii) Running on Ute curve was good in his opinion although the versincs were show
ing irregularities during the check on 6-9-81. 

(iii) During his foot plate inspection on 29-8-81, running on Points No. 31 (trailing 
fnr a Down train and facing for an Up train) was satisflctory and he did not 
feel anything bad. 

. 5.33 Sri V. Veeramallu, Assistant Engineer. Bellampalli, gave the following parti
culars, among other things:-

(i) He reached the site of accident at 19.25 hours. He could not identify the 
point of mount or drop during his inspection on arrival. 

(iil From + 11.00 to + 65.20. the track was found to have shifted laterally towards 
left, the maximum shift of 20 ems, being at + 65.20. . 

(iii) He inspected the section by push trolly on 6-8-81. from the foot plate of an 
Express train on 8-8-81. and from the brake 'van of a train on 18-8-81. He did 
not notice anything warranting attention during the latter two inspections. 

(iv) He checked Pdlnts No. 31 at Ralapct on 15-7-81 and nothing warranting 
attention came to his notice. 

5.34 Sri R. N. Raghavan, Divisional Engineer-H. stated the following among 
other things: 

(i) He observed the condition of track on 21-8-81 and on 30-8-81 when he accom-
panied the Amsler Track Recording Car. Earlier on 12-8-81 he inspected the 
track from the foot plate of a high speed train. 

(ii) He had a general feeling that between Bellampalli and Balharshah trains run 
at excessive speed upto 120 km/h. He had no occasion to scn:tinise speed 
charts of any high speed trains during his tenure of 13 months in his present 
post. During his foot plate inspections. however. he had seen drivers going 
at an cxccs~ive speed. 

(ii;') He noticed a wheel set with a portion of its Hang~ chipped off when he visited 
the site on the night of 31-8-81. From his observations (which he described in 
detail) he was of the view that the wheel with the chipped off portion negotiated 
the left running rail corresponding to the location of the left check rail nf the 
crossing as could be seen from the dent marks on the rail table. 

5.35 Sri P. Narayana Reddy, Additional Chief Engineer, gave the following; parti-
culars among other things:-

(il His 'Guess' was that the wheel with a portion of its flange chipped off was 
perhaps the cause of the accident (Details of dents similar to item (iii) of sub-
para 5.34 above were also given by Ute witness). 

· (ii) Rails in Kms. 209 to .211 were tested by ultrasonic rail flaw detector on 10-1-80. 
1 here were no major flaws but 59 minor flaws. 40 on the left rail and 19 on the 
right rail. were noticed. 

(iii) Due to shortage of ultrasonic flaw detectors· and trained staff to .operate them, 
it had not been possible to test the rails subsequently and he was aware that the· 
failure meant violation of the statutory condition of sanction (for running the 
high speed trains). 

5.36 Sri S.H.R. Krisltna Rao, Chief Track, Engineer, !lave the following )lart.iculars 
among other things: 

(i) Track maintenance as observed by him was satisfactory. The track coulil not 
have caused or contributed to the defailment. 

(ii) In his view there was some inherent metallurgical weakness in the wheel which 
was noticed with a portion of its. flange chipped off. There was a possibility 

of this having caused the accidenf. · 

(iii) He had some doubts about the draw hooks and buffer bolts of some coaches. 

3- I CRSJLuck 86 
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(iv) Wilh the curr~nt position of flaw d~tcctors it had not been po.siblc to c<~t!tply 
with the periodicity of flaw d~h:ction as provi~cd for 111 the safety c.:crllhcatc 
signed prior to authorisation of the high speed trams. 

5.37.1 The view expressed by Sri R. Balasubrahmanian, Chid Engineer. 
deposition was that possibly the wheel with a chipped off flange beong on the ldt 
caused the accident. 

in his 
side had 

5.37.2 Answering a question about the track condition as rcvcakd h_y the d~art of 
the Amsler Track Recording Car which ran in the Section on 30·R·gl, the Wt!ness saod that 
the condition was within the limits prescribed for comfortable travel on h;gh spocd track. 

5.38 Sri D.A. Anand, Doputy Director. RDSO. who was in ohargc c>f the Osdllo· 
eraph Car run of 27th July 1981, produced the original records of the tc't run and stated 
the following among other things:-

(1) As interpreted by him and his staff. there were 3 pt:aks in the tmns\'crsc Dh)df!
two between 0.20 g and 0.25 g and one between 0.25 !,>and 1\.30 g and one P«•k 
of 0.26 g in the vertical mode at the facing points of Ralapd. 

(2) The test train ran at !05 km/h. in km. 210-209 and 110 km/h. in km. 211·210 
and the worst peaks _were 0.28 g and 0.35 g in the transwr'ic nwdc ~md 0.2h g 
and 0.18 gin the vertical mode in Kms. 209-210 and 210·211 respechvcly. 

(3) The spring deHections as recorded on the chart f,,r Km. 209-:tOwould indicato 
an off-loading of about 23.4'<:, at the worst point. 

(4) Oscillations recorded at a particular speed could be used fer interpreting the 
possible oscillation at a speed higher or lowl!r in lir.ear propoft:on on thc same 
track and same vehicle. 

5.39 Sri V. D. Ram, Assistant Research Engineer. RDSO. p;.,duced tho Nihinal 
chart• of Amsler Track Recording Car of 30·8·81 and April '81 ••-.:1 gave the following 
clariticatioos:-

(I) The maximum alignment fault was 16 mm on the left rail at Km. 210/6-7 of 
!he curve. The record on the right rail was discarded bcmg faulty. The 
kilometreage was classified as ~c? for alignment. The maximum twist recorded 
on the curve was 22 mm. The classification for the kilometreage was 'B'. 

(2 In regard to the Points & Crossings. the record showed the following defects: 

Gauge 12 mm slack 

Twist 18 mm in the clockwise direction & 12 mm in the anticJrn:kwisc direction. 

Unevenness 10 mm high on the left rail & II mm ·on the right rail. 

Alignment 10 mm at one location & II mm at an•.th<r locat'on. 

From the record it was seen that the curve ends partly on the Points & Crossings. 

· 5-40 Sri M. Dharmagnani, Train Examiner. Vijayawada, who wa. on platform duty 
when the Expre•• train halted there. said that he and his colkgues examined the train while 
It halted at the station and were satisfied with its condition. There were no defidencks 
nor warm boxes. 

. 5.41.! Sri H. Ramaebandra, Chid Train Examiner. Madras. Suuthern Railway 
Said that _pnmary maintenance was given to the Express train rake on the evening of 30·8·81. 
After mamtenanc~ and replacement of parts (which he dctail•;d) the rake was sent to Madras 
Central platfonn m good working condition. No coach was due POH. Only one coach 
(!'lo. 6933) was due.IOH having been last turned out from Shops on 2·2-RI. About 75 
htrcs of da•h pot otl was issued on that trip for topping up in all da;h pots on the rake 
(An empty da;h pot requires 1.7 Iitres of oil and· there were 336 dash pots on the rake). 

5Al.2 Answering a question, the witness said that from his record he would identify 
the wheel set. a portion of the flange of which was found chipped ofT, as bclongm~ to the 
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lending bogie of conch No. 5643 when the train ldt Madras. He had no records to say 
whether the "wheel was leading or trailing on the bogie or whether the wheel with chipped 
olf portion was on the right side or left side. 

5.42 Sri 1'. V. Hnm•t>wamy, Assistant Mechanical Engineer, &outhern Railway, 
gave the following particulars:--

(1) Ot;e of the wheels of a deraikd coach found to be having a portion of its flange 
chipped olf had the following defects:-

(I; Length of Breakage 280 mm 

(2) Width of Breakage 80-105 mm 

t3) Depth of breakage at the deepest portion 9 mm 

(4) Bend in the axle 3 mm with the broken portion of the wheel 'UP" 

(5) Wheel gauge ncar the broken portion 25 mm tight wheel gauge at the oppo· 
site location 25 mm slack. 

In his view there was no possibility of such a breakage occurring in service. 

(2) The wheel with chipped ulf portion belonged io. as seen from records, the 2nd 
pair of wheels on the leading bogie of conch No. \VSCZAC 5643 (Coach 'F'). 

5.43 Sri M. \'ijayarnm. Senior Divisional Mechanical Engineer. 11ac!ras. gave some 
maintenance particulars of the rake of the Express train. including the dashpots which arriv
ed with inadequate oil level when the incoming train reached Madras on 30-8-81. He 
darillcd that the flange thicknesses wc.:re regularly measured during maintenance but no 
records were maintained unless a par:ticular wheel had to be changed on that account. In 
his opinion higher values of ·n· dimensions of bolster clearance in a bogie had no advcrSl' 
clfccts on the running. 

5.44 Sri S. Gopalan, Add). Divisional Railway· Manager, South Central Railway 
(who is a Mechanical Engineer and who was among the first to visit the site) e>pressed the 
following opinion among others in his deposition :-

(I) The a<.:ddent which occurn.>d due to some coach/coaches ('G' Coach in his view) 
taking two routes was not due to any Mechanical failure. 

t2) Drcakage of track check block in the region or the crossing and the lower half 
taking a vertical position might hav~.: formed an obstruction to the movement 
of the following coaches and caused the derailment. 

(3) From the track defects which he observed during the Amsler Track Recording 
Car run on 30-8-81 ·and the irregularities in the curve (as recorded on 6-9-81) 
he would surmise that track ddects were responsible for the acdd~nt. 

(41 The speed of the train as interpreted by him from the speed chart was 114-115 
km./h. 

5.45 Sri R. Gopal, Add). Chief Mechanical Engineer, Carriage Works, Perambur. 
Madras. under whose guidance two coaches of the tr'.:.in had been lifted and examined on 
22-9-81, gave particulars of readings as per proforma and clarified the following:-

(!) If a portion of the Spherical surface of the side bearers of the bogie is not sub
ml·rged in oil and ·comes in contact with the side bearer, over a period of time 
the1c would be a certain amouht of malfunctioning of the bronze smface but it 
would not alfect the normal running of the coach. 

(2) The axle box s~ring height being below the prescribed range would indicate a 
weak spring whrch would further result in lower bulfer height and the springs 
getting home while on run. 

(3) Wheels are not checked for old flaws as such but when a wheel is machined on 
a ]athe for correcting its profile, if an old flaw exists, the chances of its being 
locah'd at the time of machining "'" high. 
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546 Sri S. Rnngarajam, Chief Rolling Stock Engineer. Southern Railway Madras, 
gave particulars .of ~is observa~ions .during his visit .to the accid7nt .;it~ on ls.t Septembor 
and expressed h1s vtews on van.ous tssues. In. parhc.ular. he opmcd lh~t 111 v11..:w of lh~rc 
being no hit marks (except grazmg marks) on either side of the wheel d1sc and there bemg 
ao collection of ballast and also in view of the bend in the axle. the wh·>el mi~ht not have 
been hit by a vertical force; but a lateral force from outside might have caused the chipping 
off the flange, after the derailment. From his close observations of the damaged coaching 
stock he was of the view that defects on them were not responsible for the accident. In 
his view, even with a major metallurgical flaw, the breakage, if it wc·re to take place in 
service, could have only broken the flange at the radius portion and chipping off a portion 
of the disc would not have occurred. With a thin flange, it could have bent and not broken, 
if it were to happen in service. If, for argument. the chipped off pnrtion occurreJ on the 
run it would have caused severe battering marks which were absen! 

5.47.1 Sri M.K.L Narasimhaiah, Chief Rolling Stock Engineer, South Ccntml 
Railway discussed at length in his deposition, the possibility of the broken wheel fiange 
causing or contributing to the derailment and opined that in all probability it was a result 
of the accident. In his view a prior rail breakage, on the wing rail might have enabled 
it to get out of position and act as a ramp to enable the subsequent trailing wheel to mount. 
However, the broken wing rail surface indicated a fresh breakage. 

5.47.2 The witness gave the following further particulars:-

(I) Hi• visual examination of the coaches including wheel proliles and general under 
gear did not reveal any defect that would have contributed to the mishap. 

(2) The breakage of the wheel flange was seen to be fresh and did not reveal any 
flay on a visual examination. Severe hit marks seen on the whc-:1 would indi· 
cate that the breakage was caused by a hit. 

548 Sri B. M. Kotaiah, Signal Inspector, gave the following porticulars, among 
other things, in his deposition :-

(I) Th~ interi?Cking .and ~ign~lling installation at Ralajlet was known to be working 
· sahsfactorily durmg h1s tenure of about a year m h1s present po't. The failures 

whi<.:h were not many were not of any unusual nature. 

(2) He inspected th~ installation and .tested the points on 12·8-81 and nothing ab-
normal was noticed. Route testmg was done on that occasion and cvcrythino 
was normal. e-

(3) There was no problem with Civil Engineering maintenance uf the top points at 
Kazipet end of Ralapet station. 

5.49 Sri V.V. Deo, Senior Divl. Signal & Telecommunicatimt ~noincer, Sccun~era
bad gave the following particulars among other things, in his deposition: 

(I) Prior to the accident the signalling & Interlocking gears at the station were 
working normally. 

(2) There was no difficulty in maintenance of the point mechanisms due to Civil' 
Engineering or other deficiencies. From March 1981 there were no failures of 
the point mechanism. 

· . 5.50 Sri K. S. John, Chief Signal & Telecommunication Engineer, South Central 
Ra1lway, gave a detailed account of his observations of the Signalling and Interlocking gears. 
The main points brought out in his deposition were: 

(I) The closed tongue rail was slightly bent but otherwise intact. There were no 
marks of its being forced open. Had it been forced open the Jock stretcher 
attached to it will have heavy damage which was not observed. Again the 
tongue rail would have been bent within the first 12 inches (30 em) which was 
also not observed. 

(2) The lock bar was more or less intact proving that it could not have been forced 
under the train for unlocking the point. 
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(3) He inspected the station on 12·8-81 and found the point equipment in good con· 
dition. The point was working hard due to the track not having been packed 
properly, This could not have, however, contributed to the accident in any 
way. 

(4) In his view the wheel with broken flange on coach 'F' which might have taken 
the wrong road at the ~osc of the crossing might have initiated the accident. 

(5) There wus no possibility of a sharp flange forcing open the tongue rail as the 
condemning limit for the flange was 22 mm and the permitted interlocking 
tolerance was 5 mm. 

The following Railway oflicials whu W!!rc particularly qu..:stioned in regard to over 
speeding of train• by Drivers and speed monitoring by the Railway Administration gave 
the following information. 

5.51 Sri II. N. Swamy, Senior Divl. Mechanical Engineer, Sccuodcrabad. 

(I) During his tenure of 2! months he did not peruse any of the speed charts of high 
speed trains ~hich ran on his Division. 

(2) The Locomotives y,hich haul the (high speed) trains are from Tughlakabad, Shed 
on Northl.!rn Railway. The Division had not received uny charts from that 
Railway and the witness was not in a position to produce any chart (as on 
8·9·81). 

(3) He had not received a sin~k report from Northern Railway about over spe-eding 
during the previous one y~•u' 11.!xccpt in one case where a dispute about over 
speeding was under corrcsp,mdcncc with Northern Railway). 

(4) From the charts (sinco obtained botween 8·9·81 & 29·9·81 from Northern Rail· 
way at the instance of the Commissioner of Railway Safety) pertaining to three 
months then.: were cases of over speeding indicated on the charts which were 
being analysed. 

(5) In some instances of over speeding observed on one day charts pertaining to 
trains worked by South Central Railway Locomotives he had counselled the 
Drivers and his impression was that the parties had understood the seriousness 
and changed themselves. 

(6) The Driver involved in the derailment of Tamil Nadu Expr""s of 19-6-80 was 
found to have over speed upto 115 km on four occasions, upto I 17 Kms. twice 
and upto 120 Kms. once as revealed from a scrutiny of 12 charts of trains 
worked by him between 8·8·81 & 29·8·81. 

5.52 Sri R. Veokat Rao, Senior DivJ. Mechanical Engineer, Guntakal-Answering 
8 question as to what action was being taken on his Division to get ov\!r the tendency of 
overspeeding by Driver~ (of which s.everal instances. one of them containing 65 instances 
against one Driver, 60 mstances agamst another Dnvcr between October 80 and September 
81 were on record in the over speeding register), the witness said that the drivc.:rs concerned 
were called by him to office and wamcd every month. Some written advice was also given. 

5·53 Sri L. N. Rao, Senior Divl. Electrical Engineer, Vijayawada Division. 

(i) An;wering a question about 15 instances of over speeding (by Drivers working 
trains hauled by Electrical Loco between Vijayawada & Madras) which camo 
on record between 12·5·81 and 2·9·81 as per registers maintained by his Divi
sion, the witness said that errant Drivers were- warned and counselled. 

(ii) Answering a question as to why four cases of over speeding observed on the 
charts of Coromandal Express produced by him for the period 1-8·81 to 31-8-81 
was not reflected in the over speeding register maintained, the witness said that 
arrangement$ had sine~ been tightened so as to avoid such omissions in future. 

•',j" 

5.54 Sri 1\1, N. Mudalior, Assistant Mechanical Engineer, Vijayawaua. 

(i) All Express trains worked by Diesel Locomotives on Vijayawada Division belong 
to Kazipet shed (South Central Railway). No register for monitoring speeds 
of such trains was maintained by the Division nor was he in a position to pro· 
duce any charls for inspection. 
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(ij) The charts were no< being scmtiniscd by the Diesel shcd._.ol-;azil'ct also. This 
induded charts pertaining to Coromandal Express wlw.:h Js a lugh speed train. 

(iii) Answ~.:ring a question as to whether he was awarc _of the clause n::quir~ng monthly 
scrutiny of charts of high speed trains by an Olhccr of !he Mcchamcal D!.!part· 
mcnt. the witness said that he was recently promoted to the post and was not 
awarl! of the instructions. 

5.5S Sri R. D. Ayaganollu, Divl. Mechanical Engineer. Hyderabad Division. 

(I) An.:;wering a question as to what action wa~ bdng takl!n. on his Uivi~ion to gd 
over the tendency of overspecding by Dnvcrs (of \vh1ch ~evcral mstanrcs
One of them containing 67 entries against a single driva bctw~:cn 1-l-81 & 
30-8-81-were on record in the overspecding register) the witness said that he 
spoke to the Dtiver on a few occassions when he met him in th..: shed and ask~U 
him t0 be careful. 

(2) Insertion of speed charts on trains work!.":d by Driv!.":rs of Puma loco shed ~ufler
ed for some months upto june. I Q~ I due to short supply of blank <harts. 
~he position had since improved. 

5.56 Sri S.S. Nair, Diesel Driver Instructor-Hubli Division. 

(I) Answering a question as to the action taken to prevent recurrence of fr~qucnt 
instances of overspceding which in one case had 40 entrks against one single 
driver between 7-12-80 and 31-8-81 as seen from thl! register pwduced- by him. 
the wirness sa;d that the Driver was called w office and coun~dh:d and warned. 
If overspeeding continues he will be chargesheeted and punished. 

(2) Answering a question as to why against several entries of ovcrspceding r!.":marks 
about defective meters were bcmg recorded and whether ~u~h ddcctivc mc:h:rs 
wc:rl! tested subsequcruly to establish the remark •. the witnt:ss said that as Dies·: I 
Locomotives were maintained by Gt•ntakal shed (not under Huhli Division) the 
cases were only being reported to the shed but there was no feed back from the 
shed. 

5.57 Sri Deepak Anand, Senior Divisional Mechanical Engineer, Northern Railway. 
in charge of Diesel Loco Shed of Tuglakabad. stated as follows:-

(i} Speed charts of locomotivl!s arc removed on their arrival in the shed and scruti
nised_ Whenever overspeeding is detected a letter is issued to the concerned 
Senior Divisional Mechanical Engineer and the Loco Foreman. 

(ii) Asked to state if he would rc:collect any instances of overspc:eding reported lo 
the Divisions. the witness said that the matter is dealt by the Loco Inspector 
c~ncerned and does not go to hi~. From the file available with him during 
h1s dt:position he observed three such letters issued in respect of Tamil Nadu 
Express of 25th. 27th. 28th of August HI on Secunderabad Division. Ho did 
not have any particulars relating to earlier periods and promised to furnish 
particulars during the subsequent sitting of the inquiry on 1-1 O·R I. On 1-10-81 
he reported that it had not been possible to locate any files relating to the earlier. 
penod. 

(iii) Answering a question whl!thl.!r the analysis of speed charts. in his shed covered 
temporary and permanent speed restrictions. the witness said that his shed would 
n~•. h'.! hav_ing a reco_rd of the pcr_mancnt. and temporary spl!c:d restrictions in the 
cnt!re s..:cllon, e~pec1ally of for~1gn. Ra.Jiwa_ys which arc covered by Northern 
Railway _locomotJvcs. F~rther m h1s VJew 1f the r~o:striction was lasting for only 
a few ~mutes the resolutiOn in the char~ "w_V<>Uid not be adcquate to ensure that 
the Dnver had followed the speed restnctton. throughout the kilometrcago. 

5.58 Sri F. A. Sequira, · Divisional Safety Ofliccr. Sc~undcrabad. 

(!) He had no occ~si.o~ to see the chart of any Super Express during his 1 months 
tenure on the DIVISIOn. 

(2) He had occasion <o check any oontrol chart with a view to monitor the spee<is 
of fast trams and there was no procedure also for such scrutiny. 
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5.59 Sri V. Viswanathar~, Divisional Railway Manag~r. S..:cun~crabad. 

(i) An:\wering a question as to what follow up steps were tzken to 3\'oid recurrt:nce 
of ovcrspeeding of the type which came to light from the Proceedings of the 
Inquiry conducted into the derailment of Tamil Nadu Expr.!ss which occurred 
a year earlier on his Division. the witness said that apart from punishing · the 
Driver. no other follow-up action was taken. 

(ii) A>ked to comment on the performance of certain trains ir. Repalliwada
Asifabad Road block section where a temporary speed restrictiun of IS km./h 
was in force f~r six days in the bsl wc..::k of August '81 (extrac!'l!d at my instance). 
the witness cxprcssed the view that a loss of 2 minutes by an Express Train to 
observe a 15 km/h. restriction was in order. 

(iii) Asked to confirm whether the notification of toss of t:mc for various restrictions 
gazetted by South Central Railway in March 1977 and the ligures given by 
RDSO in their Mechanical Engineering Report No. M. 46 stood 'upcrseded by 
his aMve vi~ws. the witness avoided a direct answer but said that time tables 
on South Central Railway were framed on the basis of 3 ininutes for acceleration 
and decelerations of a stopping train and for the non·stopping trains the Guard 
was expected to book the actual time taken for observing the restriction. 

(iv) Asked if he was aware of the fact that the assurances giv<n in the Safet) 
certificate signed by South Central Railway Administration prior to the introduc
tion of .high speed trains in January 1979 were not being honoured on his 
Division. the witness replied in the negative. 

5.60 Sri S. Abuzar, Chief Mechanical Engineer. South Central Railway. 

(i) Asked to confirm if he was satisfied that the assurances given by South Central 
Railway Administration about scrutiny of speed charts to ~nsure observance 
of all temporary and permanent speed restrictions under items 5 & I 7 of the 
Safety certificate signed in respect of High speed trains were.,eing honoured on 
the Railway. the witness said that the issue pertains to Chief Operating Super
intendent who controls the operation of trains on the Railway and there is an 
Officer in Senior Administrative level to assist the Chief Operating Superintend
ent in that respect. 

(ii) Asked to confirm if the directives (about speed monitoring of trains) of the 
Railway Board to Railways in terms of their communication of 10/11·9-80 to 
Chief Commissioner of Railway Safety was getting implemented on South Central 
Railway satisfactorily. the witness said that machinery exists to chcck the speed 
recorded charts and evaluate them. 

5.61 Sri J. Rajagopalacbari, Chief Traffic Safety Superintendent. South Central 
Railway. 

(i) Asked to say if he was satisfied t~at overspecding of trains was not a problem 
on South Central Railway. the w1tness admllted that he was not sat1sfied With 
the existing machinery to detect cases of overspeeding-with reference to speed 
charts. He listed out the limitations of speed charts now in us~ on trains and 
detailed the steps being taken by the Railway Administration to solve the 
problem. One was to acquire sophisticated speed sensing devi~s to be used 
at random for ambush checks and. the other. a proposal to acqmrc Husler type 
speedometers for use on Express trains in replacement of the existing ones. 

(ii) Asked to confirm if the assurances (about speed monitoring of high speed trains) 
given in the safety certificate signed by his pre~eccssor {prior to introdu_ction 
of high speed trains in January 1.979) were bemg honoured by the Railway 
the witness said that he was sat1sfied that the necessary machmcry ex1sted 
on the Rai1wav for adh~ring to the assurances given under items 5 and 17 of 
the Safety Certificate. As to the impkmentatio.~ of the sam.e. it was the. re~pon
sibility of the Mechanical Engineers on tl~c Dl.VISIOns r~portmg to. the Dl\'t~JOnal 
Railway Manager/Chief Motive Power Engmeer/Ch1ef Operatmg Supcrmten
dent (in that order). 

5.62 Sri S. n. 1\lohindra, Chief Motive Power Engineer· 

(i) Answering a question about the machinery at Railway Headquarters to watch 
the compliance by the Divisions of the instructions to monitor speeds of high 
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sp:l.'d trains in compliance of the assurances given in th!.! Si..lfcty certificate signed 
by the Railway Administration. the witness said that it was watched at the 
Divisional level and checked only by Headquarters Officers during their routine 
inspections. 

(ii) Answering a question as to whether the failure of the Divisions m the maller of 
watching the compliance of the assurances given in the Safely Certificate would 
not amount to the failure of the Railway Headquarters. the witness agreed that 
it was so. 

(iii) Answering a question about the compliance of the Railway Board's instructions 
(to the Railway as a sequel to the report of inquiry into the derailment of 204 
Down Mahalaxmi Express on 3-12-791 to monitor speeds of Express trains. 
the witness denied the suggestion that effective follow up action was not taken. 
In his view the number of errant drivers was exceedingly small and they were 
being taken up when cases of overspeeding came to notice. 

(iv) Olnfronted with the case of a Driver in Gunlakal Division who had over 60 
instances of overspeeding in less than a year prior to September 1981 and 
when asked as to whether the action against errant Drivers cannot be termed as 
ineffective where instances of that natUre were on record in the registers of all 
the sheds, the witness said that he held no brief for such errant Drivers and that 
the Railway Administration was well aware of such cases and had recently 
procured sophisticated instruments for carrying surprisl! insp.:clions at vulnerable 
spots where overspeeding can take place. 

5.63 Sri D. Francis, who travelled on the train from Madras, bound for New Delhi 
in his communication dated 25th September 1981 staled that the train was on "normal 
•peed" uplo Vijayawada and thereafter it ran at "tremendous speed". He experienced a 
'Trem,ndous jerk' and 'heavy thwart' when the train came to a 'uddcn stq> at 5.50 p.m. 
at Ralapet. 

VI. OBSERVATIONS AND TESTS 

6.1 Obsenations 

6.1.1 I travelled on the foot-plate of No. 123 Andhra Pradesh Express of 2-9-1981 
from Kazipet to the site of accident. a distance of about ISO kms. observing the track 
conditions as well as the operating conditions under which Tamil Nadu Express had 
travelled 48 hours earlier to its destiny, maximum permissible sp.:ed and actual timing• 
being the same for both the trains. 

6.1.2 On arrival at site around 18-00 hours I made a quick survey of the situation 
for about 45 minutes till darkness set in. 

6.1.3 On 3-9-81 I spent about four houn at the site observing in detail varioM 
aspects of the accident. On 4-9·81 I spent nearly 90 minutes and again on 6-9·81 about 
four hours seeking clarification• to some of the observations I had made earlier in the 
light of evidence recorded till then. . 

6.1.4 Some of the significant observations made during my site inspection are briefly 
indicated below. I shall at a later stage of the report, under the heading 'Discussion of 
evidence' deal with each of these ob•ervations in detail and record my conclusions thereon. 

_NOTE: In what follows under this chapter and in the next chapter the chainages 
of vanous objects. clues. etc .. observed during my site inspection were with reference to 
the_ rearbu~er end of the last coach of the train when it came to a slop after the accident. 
Th1s pomt IS referred to as Zero and locations of all objects towards Balharshah end arc 
•hown as positive and those towards Kazipel end as negative, all figures being in metres 
and dccn1_1als of metres. The site plan accompanying this report as Annexure IV shows 
all the objects observed and their respective locations. 

(I) The point of mount or drop of the first derailed vehicle was reported to be not 
traceable by Railway Officials who reached the site soon after the "ccidcnl. 
Con•idering the manner in which the track had been damaged and ploughed 
through I wa. satisfied with their observations. 
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(2) Be!ween + 11.00 and + 65.20 the track was reported to have been round in 
shifted. condition. the shi.ft being zero .at + 11.00 an~ 20 em at + 65.20. Although 
th~ shift had. been rectified at the time of restoration there was evidence of the 
shift at the Site and I accept the Chief Engineer's observations of the shift soon 
after he reached the site before restoration operations commenced. 

(3) Track had progressively been found damaged from + 65.20 towards Balharshah 
end and the damage was total at around + 100.00. The theoretical transition of 
the curve was between + 20.40 and + 90.40. The point of take off of the 
turnout commences at + 111.50 and the entire lay out was found completely 
smashed and . components thrown out. with the crossing having been thrown 
!?ward! the right by about II !"etres.longitudinally and 8 metres laterally. the 
right Side check rml and runmng rail having been deposited a little beyond 
the crossing on to its right. the right side tongue rail and stock rail having 
been thrown on to the left by about 40 metres· longitudinally and 9 metres 
laterally. the left hand switch having pierced through the body of 'M' coach 
and a wing rail piece having been deposited 50 metres longitudinally and 40 
metres laterally on the left side of the alignment 

(41 Beyond the turn·out and upto about + 230.00 where coach 'G' was found lying 
across the two tracks the track was found completely ploughed through. 

· (5) Beyond + 230.00 and upto about + 330.00. the last mark of derailed wheels 
to be noticed on the wooden sleepers. the damage was \'cry li~ht. The wheels 
which had derailed and travelled on sleepers moved progressively from left rail 
towards the rioht rail and the left wheels of coaches 'C' and 'D' were still inside 
the track in their lateral drift but close to the right rail of the Main line. 

(6) The disposition or various coaches as they came to rest would indicate some 
clues as to which· of the coach or coaches might have derailed first and the 
effect of their derailment on others at either end. 

· (7) One of the wheels .(later identified as belonging to the front bogie of Coach ('F'). 
had a portion of its flange chipped off and the wheel was lying at + 217.98. about 
8.21 metres to the right of the alignment. The sheared off portion could not 
be located at the site of accident 

(8) The front draw hooks of coaches ·c·:- 'E' and 'F had also been found sheared 
off with the sheared off portions lying within the area of the accident. 

(9) The damaged lock bar of the facing point and its dispositions was also noted. 
While the right rail to which the lock l!ar bad been fitte~ was in posi!ion the 
corresponding left rail was found depoSited on the left Side of the alignment 
about 20 metres long;tudinally and 10 metres laterally. 

(10) The speed charts fixed in the Tachographs of both the locomotives of the train 
were made available to me. along with the Tachographs. One of t!Iem con
tained record of the run from Vi_ii.yawada upto the site of accident on 31·8-H1 
while the other did not. Earlier recordings of the movements of the two 
locomotives from 29-8-RI were available in both. 

6.2 Test. 

6.2.1 The Tachographs were tested with f!Ie Master Gauge of Diesel Loco She~. 
Kazipct. South Central Railway. on 4·9-81 ~nd With. the Master Gauge of Lallagu?a .Work· 
shops on 8-9-RI by the respective Mcchan!cal. Engmeers of those sheds and their repo.rts 
have been made available to me. The functiOning of the. Tacho~n"t~p~s was tested by runmng 
the same locomotives which worked the Express tr~m fitted With the Tachographs to 
haul the special train which transported me from SJrpur Kaghaznagar to Secunderabad 
on the night of 6/7-9-81. 

6.2.2 The instruments were tested by M/s. International Instrument.s Ltd .• Bangal~re. 
at my request and their test report is plaoed on record. I was ~resent durmg the cahbration · 

· of the instruments and some of the tests conducted by the Firm. 

6.2.3 The specd.chart was also analysed by the Firm and their. report is made avail
able to me. The repnrt contnins clarifications to some of the pomts rderred to them. 

4-1 CRSfLucknow/86 
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6.2.4 The Director. Indian Institute of Science, llangalore. was requested to interpr.:t 
certain aspec.:ts ~·f rhe Chart using scientific aids and the report recciwd from the Institute 
is placed on record. · 

6.2.5 The portion of the wheel from which a portion of the flange was found sheared 
off was subjected to ·metallurgical and other tests at the National Aeronautical Laboratory. 
Bangalore, at my request and their test report is placed on record. 

6.2.6 Deputy Commi,..ioner of Railway Safety's Observations.-At my request. the 
Chief Commissioner of Railway Safety, Lucknow. deputed the Dy. Commissioner of Railway 
Safety (Mechani..-:..11) to visit the site on 4~9-81 and make detailed observation~/h:sts on 
the rolling stock.. His report is placed on record. 

6.2.7 Reprot from Southern Railway Workshops, Perambur.-At my request coaches 
'B' and 'C' were worked to Southern Railway Workshops. Pcrambur. Madras. and subjected 
to a detailed inspection after lifting. The report of the Additional Chief Mechanical Engineer. 
Perambur Workshops, is placed on record. I visited the shops during the detailed inspection 
of tbe coaches and made a general inspection of their condition. 

Vll. DISCUSSION 

7.1 Time of Accident.-According to the train Guard. the train ran through 
Bellampalli at 17.38 hours. Rechni Road at 17.45 hours. Repalliwada at 17.48 hours. 
Asifabad Road at 17.54 hours and met with the accident at 1758 hours. According to 
the Section Controller who gets his timings from the stations. the train ran through 
Bellampalli at 17.35 hours, Rechni Road at 17.40 hours. Repalliwada at 17.45 hour\ and 
Asifabad Road at 17.50 )lours. While there was a differ<nce of three minutes between 
the two sets of timings at Bellampalli and Repalliwada the difference was five minutes for 
Rechni Road and fcur minutes for Asifabad Road. As the timines recorded bv the foUl 
consecutive stations were uniformly consistent and as I have reaSon to helieve th:'t th<' 
Guard was motivated in recording some-what different timings. I accept the station timinp. 
of 17.50 hours for the train to have run through Asifabad Road. Addin.g three minute< 
for the •un ~rom Asiflba.i Road to the accident spot. I determine 17 53 hours as tht• 
time of accident. 

7.2 Speed of the Train at the time of accident 

about 
it as 

7.2.1 Assessment of the train crew.-The Driver stated that ihe train was runnine At 
90 Km·/h. This was corroborated by the Diesel Assistant. The Guard estimlttcd 
100 Km./h. 

7.2.2 Assessment of eye witnesses.-The pointsman of Ralapct who was standing on 
the off-side of the station to exchang~ 'All right' signals with the train and a Gangman or 
Ralapet who was on the Platform at the time of the accident stated that the train was 
approaching the station at the normal speed of Tamil Nadu E'press. 

7.2.3 Assessment of pcf50DS (other than train crew) who were on the trairt 

(I) Shri Zahir Ahmed, Assistant Guard: 'normal speed'. 

(2) Shri Ramachandra Rao, Train Superintendent: 'maximum speed or 110 Km./h.' 

(3) Shri S. N. Contractor. Jt. Director, R-D.S.O: 'a little higher than· the maximum 
speed it was suppose to go'. : 

(4) Shri S. Palanivelu, Electric Chargeman: 'normal speed'. 

(5) Shri T. N. Verma, Passenger: 'higher than its normal speed'. 

(6) Shri A. V. Bhaskara Rao, Passenger: 'Smooth like any other journey by the 
aame train'. 

(1) Shri A. Chakravarti, Passenger: 'usual speetl 

(8) Shri C. Muralikri•hnamurthy, Train Examiner: 'maximum ,,,eed ol 1111 km./h. 

(9) Shri T.V. Srinivasan, Retired Chief Operating Superinlen<lent of ln<lian Railways: 
'good speed'. · 
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( 10) Shri M. P. Radhakrishnan, Passenger: 'Faster than a supe f t t . · d 
be between IOU and 120 Kmph'. r as ram an may . 

(II) Shri K. M. Chcrian. M~dical Superintendent, Southern R il 
of a Superfast tram'. · a way: 'Usual speed 

( 12) StJri l'urushottama Rao, Passenger: 'really overspeeding'. 

(13) Shri P. Munuswamy. Catering Bearer: 'normal speed'. 

(14J Shri K. Anbumani, C"tering Bearer: 'high speed'. 

(15) Shri Shamsher Singh, Add!. General Manager, South Central Railway: 'dozed 
off at the !true of the acc•dent-normal speed earlier' . 

. 06) ~~~~·~· Gopalakrishna, Passenger: 'About 100 Km./h, normal for a high speed 

(17) .Miss Sushila Subramanian, Passenger: 'at a high speed'. 

(18) Shri K: S. Saibaba. Passenger: 'too high compared to normal running. 
(19) Shri D. Francis, Passenger: 'Tremendous speed'. 

7.2.4 Information from the Guard's journal 

. 7.2.4.1 The Guard recorded that the train took three minutes to clear the Dlock 
sccth._lll be.twccn Rcchn1 ~{oaJ and ~cpalliwada. This is one minute kss than the trinimum 
r~nnmg ume of four nunut~s provided in the Working Time Table. Ewn if this is con· 
S1dcrcd to be not r~pr~scntmg the actual time taken precisely. the time bookl!d by him 
for the two_ block sc~llons Rcchni Road Repalliwada and Repalliwada-Asifabad Road· 
w~s mne mmutt!S agamst e1ght ~mutes ~Imm"!m running t~me provided in the Working 
Ttme Tabk From the booked ttme of !!me. mmutes, two mmutes were accounted by him 
for observance of a tcmpora!Y speed restnctton of 15 Km-/h. whtch was in force in Repalli
wada-ASifabad Road sccuon on that day. Thts would mean that the l!ain ran at a 
speed higher than the maximum permissible speed of 110 Km./h. in those two block 
sections, besides not observing the speed restriction properly. This conclusion is corro
borated by the recording on the speed chart. 

7.2.4.2 For the earlier two block sections Mandamari-Bellampalli and Bellampalli
Rcchni Road, the Guard booked 15 minutes against Jl.5 minutes of minimum running 
time provided. The train ran through the loop line of Bellampalli for which the Guard's 
accounta1 of three minutes was included in the total of 15 mts. 

7.2.4.3 As por a Notification issued by South Central Railway on 13-3-1977 under 
the authority of the Chief Operating Superintendent, the time Joss estimated lor a Diesel 
hauled Express train, passing through a standard loop line at 15 Km./h. is six minutes and 
for observing a short restriction of 15 Km.fh., lour minutes. From the timings booked 
by the Guard. the train lost only three minutes for the loop and two minutes for the 
restriction of lS Km.jb. 

7.2.4.4 The time loss given by South Central Railway Notification falls short ol 
the figures recommended by RDSO in their Mechanical Engineering ~eport No. 46 for 
the above two types of re~trictions required to be observed by the tmm. The Jat~cr was 
against based on declaratiOn from 95 Km.(h. and back to 95 KIJl.fh. after passtng the 
restriction spot against. 110 Km./h. for a htgh S)lCed tram whtc~ should take more t!me 
for attaining the maXImum speed after deceleration and accordtngly more loss of umc 
on account of the obscrv<:&DC\! of restrictions. The fact that even what has been authorised 
by th• Railway Administration was not observed by the train .would indicate the ~·~ncr 

· in which authorised speeds were vtolated and the contempt Wtth whtch Spt'ed restncl!ons 
were treated by the Driver. 

·7.2.5 Infonnation from the Speed Chart 

7 2 5 1 Tachographs were fitted on both the train locomotives and from the record 
availabl~ ~~ the charts from New Delhi to Vijayawada on 29·8-81 _and 3~·8-81 ~oth ?'~re 
found to- be working. The locomotives were used for some local tr1ps durmg thetr wattmg 
period· between 30-8-81 and 31-8·81 and even on those f.!ips both the tachographs. were 
found to be working. However. for the run between Vtjayawad~ and Ralapet (stte. of 
accident) on 31·8-81, the chart on the tachograph fitted to the leadmg WDM-2 locomotiVe 
No. 17562 was not found to have recorded the speed. 
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,,2.~.2 The ta,.;hog1aph littC\1 to the trailing \\ 1)/>l·.i. lvwmv.l\·o Nu. I ib~t I\ A> 
found to have recorded the speed on the chan fitted but the commt,;ucing pllint at \' IJayuwml .. 
was around 11.40 hrs. against 13.35 hrs. recorded by the uuard lur departure ut the 
train from Vijayawada. Similarly, at the time of acctdcnt, the chart recorded an abrupt 
deceleration to zero at around 16.00 hrs. while the accident IS determmcd to have taken 
place at 17.58 hrs. (and the stopping time of the locomouve which ran lor ova 2.2 Kms. 
after the der•ilment as 17.55 hours). Jhe actual running ume ot the chan b.:twccn 
Vijayawada and Ralapet wa~ lour hours and 2\J lllJD"tc; · 10 both cases, and accordmgly I 
consider that there was wrong setting of the chart at V ijayawada. There should 
have normally been no cause for opening the tachograph at V tjayawada as the charts were 
designed to record for 7 days non-stop but the circumstances under which this disturbance 
had occurred could not be ascertained. 

7.2.5.3 The chart is found to have recorded the decckratiun; and acce:crations due tu 
speed restrictions enroute, tlte scheduled halt at Warangal between 13.51 and 13.5~ hrs 
(15.51 and 15.53 hrs. as per the Guard's journal) and a11 unscheduled halt at Peddapalli 
between 14.56 hrs. and 15.05 hrs. (17.00 hrs. and 11.03 brs. as per Guard's journal). 
The chart bas also recorded a deceleration· upto around 40 Km.;h. at 
about 15.38 hrs. passed through Pellampalli loop (I 7.35 hrs to 17.3M hrs. 
as per Guard's journal) and another deceleration of around 65· 70 Km./ h. at 
about 15.50 hrs. (observed 15 Km./h. restriction between Repalliwada and 
Asifabad Road stations through which it ran at 17.48 hrs. and 17.54 hrs. respeclivoly 

· as per Guard's journal) before dropping down to zero at •round 16.01} hrs. d 7.55 Ins. 
as determined) when the locomotive came to a stop after negotiating 2.2 Kms. beyond the 

. point of derailmenL From these timings I concluded that except for the time lag appearing 
on the chart. the tachograph recorded the various aspects of running normally with a lug ol 
liS minutes, the slight variation at some locations .being on account of the Guard's errt1ncuus 
or motivated bookmgs at some restriction spots or halts for his own reasons. 

7.2.5.4 It is observed from the speed graph on the chart that it ran close to I 20 Km./h. 
for a major part of the run between Yijayawada and RalapcL from lldlampalli onwarJs 
it decelerated to some extent to observe speed restrictions but was a gam close to 120 Km./ h. 
some minutes before approaching the site of accident. Sigmlicant observations made on 
the tachograph chart are detailed below: 

(i) At the simulated speeds of 40, 60, 80, 100 and 120 Km./h. on the lest bench 
of.M/s. lnternatiooal.lnstruments Limited, Bangalorc, the speed iPdicator of the 
tachograph fixed on locomative No. 17621 indicated 38.5, 59, 79, 100 and 
116.5 Krns. respectively. The Engineers of the Firm attributed the cause for 
variation of the indicated speed of 116.5 Km:/h. against the specified speed of 
120 Km.fh. 'to the stopper not being proper!~ adjusted at the time of servicing'. 

(il) The firm have read the speed recorded on the chart at the time of derailment 
as 119.5 Km./li. Their observation in this regards was as under: 

"The speed recording mechanism is functioning normally. The recorded speed, 
however, may vary if the calibr•tion .selling at the time of sorvicing/calibra· 
tion is not properly adjusted." 

In other words what bad been recorded as 119.5 Km./h. need not mean that the 
speed attained was only 119.5 but depending on the adjustmen( it could be 
more than 119.5. 

(iii) As observed on the time-distance graph, the total distance covered by the 
locomotive from the time it commenced its journey at Vijayawada was 37 full 
'V' formations plus nearly 4 kms. at the commencement and nearly 4 kms. at 
the end of its journey indicated by the respective partial 'V' formations. This 
determines the total distance covered as 378 Kms. As per the Working Time 
Table the kilometrage of Vijayawada is 586.50 and the locomotive came to a 
stop after the accident at Km. 207/4 1207.25). Considering the two f"ctors viz. 
Ci) l!te locomotive started from the end of the platform of Vijayawada while the 
Kilometrage of Vijayawada is reckoned as at the centre of the station building 
and (ii) the train by-passed Kazipet station via the by-pass line while the Kilo
metrage given in the Working Time Table is through Kazipct station. the com· 
puted distance of 378 Kms. as recorded by the chart tallies with the actual distance 
covered by the train. 
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1n vio"' ot thia 1 conclude that the chan had precisely rec~rded this parameter. 

(iv) M/s .. International lustruments Ltd., have calculated the ~peed f tl . · . 
crucml pomr. from the. Time-distance record and arnved ~t 1~h~ra;;n u~~ ll~~ 
136 Km.fh. at a locat1on 0. 7 km. from the derailment point D · g · · 
t~ the Firm's premis~s I ~bserved that ~cy had used tlleir ·p~ofileu;~~1e::':~/}~: 
t e purpose, wh•ch 1s a wmkei Messer (angle measuring) instrument of West 
Gennan make capable of magrufymg on obJeCt upto 100 times d h · 
least count of 0.01 mm for measuring distances and 30 seconds fo~ m avm~ a 
angles. They had placed the original chart on the instrument for emasaukrllnng 
measurements. g 

(v) The report fr~m the Indian lustitute of Science indicates that they had also d 
a method SJmllar tc that used by M,s. International. Instruments i>ut by ph~~~
~raphmg the ongmal chan usmg a 35 mm camera with close-up lens and project
mg 11 on to a flat surface enlargmg the record I 00 times. The AVERAGE 
Speed as obt:.med by .them for the two kilometres length (between 3.5 km. and 
5.5 km. from the pomt of stoppage of the locomotive which is the same as 
1.3 Km;. and 3.3 Kms. fro':" the point of derailment) as 128.5 Km./h. They 
ha~e also stat~d thM uncerta~nty m measurement could be + 6% by this m~thod 
which dctcrmmcs .the speed m the range between 120.8 aniT' 136.2 with 128.5 as 
the ~verage 'P?Sitloa. To my_ in9ui~ as to how the 'uncertainty in mt:asure
ment was arnved at. the Sc•entJSt·m-charge explained that they had taken a 
number o~ measurcmenb wh :ch ranged ~tween the two ¢Xtrcmes with the 
average bcmg 128.5. 

1 vi) The Indian Institute of Science had also calculated the speed, usi~g the profile 
pr~J~ctor (Wmkel Messer) of M/s. International Instruments Ltd., and the 
ongmal tachograph as a cross check on the method described earlier. Accordin" 
to their observations by this method the average speed over 2 kms. (bctwec~ 
0.7 km. a!'d 2.7 km. behind the point of derailment) was 134.4 Km./h. with 
an uncertamty of ± 5%. They have also made a mention in their report of a 
third method which they have rejected as unreliable. 

7.2.5.5. Of the estimates of the speed made by the two Agencies, I accept the figure· 
of the Indian Institute of Science as being more reliable having been tmdertakcn by repUted 
Scientists, and consider that the speed of the train shortly before it derailed was of the 
order of 134.4 ± 5% as determined by them from a direct measurement from the original 
chart. Giving the benefit of doubt about the uncertainty factor of ± 5'}(, to the Driver 
I accept the figure of 134.4 - 6.7 = 127.7 or 128 Km.jh. as the speed at which the train 
was running at the crucial moment as per the speed chart of the tachograph fixed on the 
train locomotive. This is close to the average speed of 128.5 Km./h· arrived at by them 
by an alternative method of computation. · 

7.2.5.6 One aspect which requires clarification at this stage is whether any error on 
account of the actual wheel diameter of the locomotive on which the mechanism was mounted 
for tecbograph record has to be provided for while computing the speed from the time
distance graph. Since the simulated speed on the test bench is for a wheel dia. equivalent 
to 1090 mm and as the actual dia. of the wheel on the locomotive in question was 1045 mm .. 
the sp,ed arrived at by using the Time·speed graph would be subject to correction on this 
account. For speed calculated on Time-distance graph, no such correction is to be applied 
as the time and distance are directly measured on the chart and the number of revolutiOns 
made by the wheel p~r minute has no ~l~tion to this reco"!· This view is als~ corroborated 
by the precise record!D:1 on the chart giVIng 37.8. V forma!lons for the total diStance of 378 
Kilometres covered by the train locomotive which is precisely. to kilometres per V formation 
as per design of the chart (see sub-para (iii) of para 7.2.5.4 for explanation). : 

· 7.2.5.7 On a careful consideration of the factual. material and circumstantial factors 
brought out in paras 7.2.1 to 7.2.5.6, I n:iect the evidence of the tr~in crew in respect of speed 
and conclude that the speed of thei tram at the m_om~nt of dera1lment was. of the or~er of 
128 Km./h. as computed from the chart by th~ Scle~tJSts of the Tnd1an Tnst!tu~e of Sc1ence. 
Bangalore. This is supported by corroboratmg eVldence f~om the quard s Journal (para 
7.2.4), the statements of several of those who were on the tram .at the lime of acc1dent (para 
7.2.3) and the propensity for overspeeding '!n the part. of Shn E. 0. Lever as estabhshed 
by his own record during the weeks precedmg the accident (para 7.7.10). 
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7.3 Track eonditiOI! 

7.3.1 I have carefully inspc<:ted the track for over three kilometres-two kilomotoe.• 
behind the site of accident and one kilometre beyond the accident zone. The approach 
alignment is on a curve of 1167 m. radius 0!" curve) with prescribed transitions of 70 nom 
and a super--elevation of 70 mm. The curve as designed is suitable for the authorised 
speed of Tamil Nadu Express. The track which consists of 52 kg. rails l'D CST-9 sleepers 
to M plus 7 density was provided with adequate stone ballast. A detailed check 
of the;: curve (exa=pt the:: Balharshah end tmnsition wh:ch was not in alignml!nt 
Consequent to the restoration of the track after the 'accident with temporary rcvl!rsc 
curves) indicated. poor alignment. At the worst situation bctwel!n three consecutive stations 
of 5 m. each; the versines on 10 m. chords varied from 12 mm to 0 ond back to !0 mm. 
(10.5 mm versine on a 10m. chord would indicate a curvature of 1! 0

). At another place 
it r~ccrdcU v~rsin~s of 15 mm. 4 mm. 12 mm. 5 rum and 10 mm. respectively_ at five 
consecutive stations. The transition at Kazipet-end was equally poor. th<· vcrsincs at station• 
I to 14 (a total of 70 m-) being 5, 5. 10. 3. 10, 5, 3. 10. 15. 7. 5, 8. 10 and 7 mm. 
From this condition of the curve which was recorded on 6·9·81 and the frequency of allen· 
tion given to the transition at Kazipet-end I conclude that the curve in general and its appro~ 
aches in particular go out of alignment very frequently resulting in rough running. 

7.3.2 About the condition of the Balharshah end transition which is more relevant 
to the accident, nothing is known as it had been destroyed in the course of the accident. 
Results of three consecutive inspections on 12-12-80, 20-5-81 and 6-8-RI. records of which 
are available, would give the following picture: 

Station No. Prescribed vcrsinc Actual vcrsin~o-s on 
in mm. on 20m 
chords t2-12-80 20~5~81 6-H-8t 

0 

2 4 2 

3 2 3 

4 4 5 5 

5 6 8 (, to 

6 12 t4 l3 t6 

7 t8 20 22 22 

8 21 29 45 35 

9 30 34 35 35 

10 36 40 38 . 38 

tJ 42 42 43 43 

7.3.3 Other reeords.-A test run was undertaken by RDSO's Amsler Track Rcconling 
Car on 30-8-81, a day before the accident. The alignment of the left rail recorded a 
defect ol 16 mm at the Kazipet-end transition and two defects of aronnd 10 mm at the 
Balharshah-end transition. The right rail alignment was stated to have not been recorded 
as there was some defect in the gadget. It may be added that the alignment 
record on the instrument is on 7.2.m. chords as against 10 m. chords adopted in the special 
check conducted at my instance on 6-9-81 and of 20 m. chords adopted during the three 
routine inspections. 

The twist recorded. on the curve was also high, being of the order of 22 mm. at 
Kazipet-end and 18 mm at Balharshah-end. Unevenness and gauge variations were also 
high. 

7.34 The oscillograph Car was on run by RDSO in the section on 27-7-81. five 
weeks prior to the accident. . The chart. recorded a lateral peak of 0.35 g. at Kazipct end 
of the curve. three. peaks of 0.24 g .•. 0.26. g,_ and 0.32 g. on the circular porlion and a 
0.28 g. peak at Ba1harshah end. · · · · 
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7.3.~ Fadng points No. 31 of R:dapct.-The layout comprised 5? k• R 1 in p 
sland~~d. nght and !u~n~out laid over steel through sh:cpt:rs in 1975. 17hc e~rossing wa; 
rec'?~ lh'!ned by. weldmg melal over the work out portions in 1978 and 1980. Prior to the 
ace•. cnt 1 ~ was 1nspectcd by the permanent Way Inspector on 14-7-81 and by the Assistant 
En!lmeer md~pcnde!Hly on 15-7-81 as per records. The only. significant points as recorded 
1urmg thhesc tnspe~llons we~e th31t li) .. thc cross levd at the heel of the switch was H mm 

OY' on t ~ .. left rad on Mam Lme (II) the cross-level at the toe was 5 mm low or ri ht 
rail an~ (n~) the cross-cross level at the nose of crossing was low on tlie left rail goo 
~e0M28am Lmc by 4 mm. The Oscillograph Car run on 27-7-81 recorded two lateral peaks 
0 • £ and 0.24 g and. one vertical peak of 0.26 g. The Amsler Track Rccordina Car 
run on 30-8-81 recorded alignment defects upto 10 mm. twist upto 18 mm, gauee variation 
up to + I 0 mm and unevenness up to II mm. -

Maintenance records indicated atter,fi('n to the points and crossings after the Oscillo· 
graph Car run of 27-7-81 but not after the Track Recording Car run on 30-8-81. , 

.7.3.6 From what has been discussed in paras 7.3.1 to 7.3.5, I ';,onclude that the 
track Ill the approach of the ·facing points and on the tum out itself was not upto the 
mark expected of a Group 'A' route permitting High Speed trains. Trains negotiating the 
cun:c and the facing points _from Kazipet end at sreeds upto 110 Km.fh. could be expected 
to gtvc bad Iur_c~es rnakmg It uncomfortable for the passengers. I do not. however~ consider 
that t~c condttton was such as would have caused unsafe conditions at the maximum 
authorised speed of 110 Km.fh. when it is vie\\"ed in isolation. 

7.4 conditiOn of the Signalling and Interlocking Installation 

?.4.1 The .entire field interlocking mechanism around the facing points had been des
troyed 10 the acc1dent and it has not been possible to know the condition of the n•echanism 
except the following which may help in assessing its condition: 

(i) The lock bar ahead of the toe of the switch was i)l locked position for main 
line. . 

(ii) The right tongue rail of the point assembly which was found thrown out on 
to the left of the alignment, though bearing some marks of wheel riding. bending 
etc.- shows that there had been no forced or violent opening of the switch by 
a moving wheel. . 

7.4.2 A junior Administrative Grade Signal and Telecommunication Engineer of 
RDSO, Lucknow, who was on the train and who had within about 20 minutes of tho 
occurrence gone up the Cabin and noted the particulars of the levers operated. deposed 
that the levers had been correctly pulled for sending the train on the Main line with all 
signals correctly cleared. The Station Master had slated that the installation had earlier 
been working satisfactorily and he did not onticipatc any faulty working. The particulars 
given in the depositions of the Signal Inspector and the Senior Devisional Signal and Tele
communication Engineer as also the inspection of the relevant fail.ure register for the past 
failures at the installation would give no indications of any fault in the signalling equipment. 
The Chief Signal and Telecommunication Engineer who inspected the station three weeks 
earlier found everything normal. The fact that the two locomotives and two coaches went 
correctly on the Main line would dispel any doubts about any of the following vehi.cle< 
taking the wrong path at the points due to interlocking defects.. T accordmgly cons1d~r 
that there was no fault in the signalling and interlocking installatiOn at the time the tram 
passed through the facing points. 

7.5 Rollin!! Stock condition 

7.5.1 Some of fhe coaches. the condition of which would be crucial for determining 
the cause of the accident were so badly damaged that it became impossible lC) know from 
what remained of them at site their condition prior to the accident. As w!lh trac.k and 
signalling equipment. so with the rolling stock condition. T have to rely mostly on e~rcum
stantial evidence as discussed below: 

(i) None of the coaches forming the rake of Tamil Nadu Express was overdue 
periodi.:nl ovcr-haut In respect of the intermediate m•et·haul. only 
one coach become due on 2-8-81. but Southern Railway Administra~ion 
stated that as overhaul of coaches is done on monthly rcckonmg. 
the IOH of the conch could only ·be called· 'over due' after 31st 
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August 1981. Whatever may be the relevance of this argument. I feel that a 
few weeks bevond the due date would not have caused undue deterioration in 

. the condition· of the particular coach and as such am inclined to ignore it. 

(ii) The monthly schedule of insix:ction of roller bearings was also upto date 
in respect of all coaches ·and there was also no evidence at site about the failu~e 
of any roller bearing on the coaches. 

(iii) I Iiave gone through the maintenance registers of the coaches and from what I 
saw in the registers (about various maintenance aspects brought out therein) I am 
of the view that maintenance of coaches had generally been satisfactory. 

(iv) In the matter of dash pot maintenance on coaches. my experience has been that 
Railways tend to neglect them even on Express trains. On the rake of Andhra 
Pradesh Express which I inspected on the line at Secunderabad in August 
1981 and the Kerala Karnataka Express which I had inspected on more than 
one occasion. the condition of dash pots v. <L'\ not generally satisfactory. attri
buted by maintenance men to causes beyond their control. I observed also from 
the entries m the register of the rake of Tamil Nadu Express that the condition 
of the dash pots was not too good requiring about 77 litres 
of oil to make up the deficiencies . which croped up in a round 
trip from Madras to Delhi and back. Dash pots in some coaches. viz. 
'F'. 'G". ·r and 'K' were particularly not good and their condition must have been 
reflected in the quality of their running, I am of the view that the condition 
of the dash pots might have been one of the causes for several of the passengers 
(who deposed before me) to have complained of rough running. particularly 
after the train left Vijayawada when the speed was continuously high in long 
stretches of track. If track imperfections (the evidence for-which is considerable 
as seen from the chan of the Amsler Track Recording Car which tested the 
section on 30-8-81) are to act in conjunction with high speed and imperfections 
in rolling stock. the combined effect could have been what the passengers had 
actually given expression to in their depositions. about the rough running they had 
experienced on the run after Vijayawada. 

7.5.2 Another aspect of maintenance which has not been very satisfactory on the 
coaches of Express train rakes is in respect of running clearances between the top of bogie 
frame above bolster spring (Dimension 'B") and clearances between axle box casting and · 
bottom of bogie frame (Dimension 'A'). During the detailed inspection of the coaches 
involved in the derailment of Kerala Karnataka Express on South Central Railway in May 
1981. it came to light that this was another aspect which was not receiving adequate atten
tion in Southern Railway Carriage Repair Workshops. A similar siuation was also noticed 
by me in respect of two coaches of Tamily Nadu Express rake which were subjected to de
tailed inspection after lifting in Perambur Workshops on 22-9-81. Although the Senior 
Divisional Mechanical Engineer whom I questioned about this maintained that excessive 
clearances will not have adverse effects on running. I am unable to agree with that view and 
consider that excessive bolster clearances recording as much as 53 mm against the standard 
of 40 mm (in coach No. 6933 which had not derailed) must be generating considerable oscilla
tions of the coach and when acting in conjunction with high speed and track imperfections 
must be causing severe rough running given expression to by the passengers. While I have 
no data for coaches other than 'B' and 'C'. I consider from what I have noticed in these two 
coaches and ·also in the coaches of Kerala-Karnataka Express which were examined in 
dotail in May 1981. that one need not be surprised if some of the coaches whose condition 
was crucial for the cour.e of the accident had also similar deficiencies. 

7.5.3. Besides. defects noticed in the underrailed coach No. 6933 included axle box 
spring seat height !266 mm) which was 11.6 mm less than the minimum prescribed and in 
the ~CJ'ailed coach No. 6938 side bearer oil level which was as low as 19 mm against 43 mm 
reqmred to submerge the rubbing metal surfaces. The workshop Engineer felt that the 
low level was probably due to its having spilled in the course of the derailment but. looking 
at the light dents which it imprinted on the wooden sleepers. I do not consider that there 
was enough provocation for the oil from the side bearer well to spill out and do consider 
that the_ quality of Workshop attention to coaches. even high speed train coaches, had not 
been quite upto the mark in Southern Railway Workshops. While each defect or deficiency 
mentioned above may not be sufficiently important to be taken notice of. the cumulative effect 
of such defects could be unsatisfactory running. and when it acts in cQnjunction with track 
imperfections also. could have the effect of accentuating a given adverse situation- , 
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5643) 7.5.4 A wheel _set (later. identified as belonging to the tront bogie of coach '!" No 
h das ffobser~ed With a P!'I110_n of the wheel flange chipped off and the particulars of th~ 

Theare o. port1on are detailed_ m para 5.42 and diagrammatically shown in Annexure· IV) 
e materJal wa_s sent to the Director, National Aeronautical Laboratory Bangalore with ~ 

h
r':"'ues.t ~o have II tested and evaluate the failure. In particular he was ;equested to' express 

IS opm10n on: . 

(i) whether the wheel had the specified chemical and metallurgical strength 

(ii) whether there was an indication of any old flaw in the region of breakage 

(iii) ~a) whether the ~hearing off could have taken place in service or (b) unde~ the 
tmpact of an outstde force, and 

(iv) extent of force necessary to shear it off and its nature. 

7.5.5 The opinion expressed by the Director. National Aeronautical Labo. 
ratory, :-vas that the metal used for the wheel had the specified chemical composition and 
mecha~u<:"l strength, ~hat there. was no material flaw at the origin of the fracture nor any 
pre-e>Ustnw crack prror to raptd_ fracture and that the fracture surface was typical of an 
1mpact fa1lure. The force rcqutrcd to create the fracture was estimated by laboratory 
tests to be allcast 300 kg. m. 

. 7.5.6 I accept the conclusions ?f the Director, National Aeronautical Laboratory and 
cons1der that the brrakage of a port1on of the wheel flange was due to violent impact as 
a result of the accident. 

7,5. 7 Some of the Draw hooks and Draw bar couplings were ob>erved to have 
broken. A careful visual inspection and laboratory tests on some of them indicated that 
they had broken due to violent forces acting on them and had oo flaws which could have 
caused their failure in service. .. 

7.6 Which vehicle derailed first and where? 

7.6.1 There was no evidence at site to determine the point of mount or drop. There 
might have been such an indication to start with, but in view of the subsequent smash up 
and the consequent ploughing up of the track, whatever evidence might have been left by 
the first derailed wheel had been destroyed. In·the absence of this information I propose to 
analyse the disposition of the derailed coaches and the damage suffered by the track in 
various locations and thus come to a view as to the probable point of mount or drop or 
junip and the first vehicle which might have left the mil. 

7.6.2 Observations made on the track for a length of about 100 m. ( +231.50 to + 
330.00) from the point where the foremost vehicle (coach 'C') was found in derailed condi
tion indicated that the derailed wheels left denl marks on the wooden sleepers commencing 
at 27 em. from the left gauge face at + 231.50 to right gauge face at about + 330.00. This 
disposition as well as the lateral dent marks of other derailed wheels on the wooden sleepers 
clearly showed that coach 'C' shifted from its alignment towards the right gradually in a 
length of about 120 m. commencing from about + 210.00. Coach 'D' followed conch 'C' 
practically till. the end. Concli 'E' had either not traversed on the alignment at all in this 
length ( +210.00 onw,.rds towards Balharshah end) or its front wheels might have been 
on the alignment for a short distance. There was no evidence of any wheel having ntounted 
the rails indicating that by tlie time it moved upto +230.00 its left and right side wheels were 
off the track. While the front end of this coach as it came .to rest was 3.07 m. laterally 
away from the centre of the mainline towards the right its rear end was nearly 5 m. 
away. From these dispositions of coaches C, D and E. I have come to the conclusion that 
their derailment was only consequential to the accident While the two train locomot!ves 
were pulling them forwa~d they were bein_g p_ulled back~ard as well as laterally to the ngllt 
by the derailed coaches m the rear. Tins nghtward dnft was only due to these two dtffe· 
rent -pulls and none of these was the first to derail. This is further corroborated by the 
fact that tite dents left by the derailcd.wht·els on wooden sleepers were rather light indicating 
that their full weight was not taken by the sleepers. The track structure in this region ( +231 
to +330) was und;sturbed. The shearing of hooks between coaches B and C, between D 
and E and between E and F was only due to the violent tension caused by cross pulls 
as was evident from the sheared surfaces. 

S-l CRS/LUcknow/86 
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7.6.3 At Kazipct end, the disposition of the derailed whcds of coaches s. R. 0. P, 0, 
N and M indicated that the derailed right wheels had fallen inside the truck and the left 
wheels outside the track on to the left of the rail. The front bogie of coach S which was 
the last to have derailed. on the train formation was at + 62.00 while the theoretical transi· 
tion of the curve was between + 20.40 and + 90.40. Thus two left whe~ls of the front 
bogie of coach S and all left wheels of coach R went outside the curve. The track in this 
region having been damaged there is no direct site evidence of mount or drop but from the 
disposition of coaches Q. P, 0. N and M, I consider that they had also derailcd on the out
side of the left rail and drifted farther and farther away to the left in the direction of the 
tangent at the point of their derailment. From this observation. I have com..: to the conclu~ 
s:ion that none amone: these was the first to derail. Their derailment was also consequential 
to the accident. -

7.6.4 Coaches L 2nd K had also drifted to the left of the alignment but there appeared 
to have been a break in the coupling arrangements at some point of time after the accident 
started and that break separated coach J from coach K. After the break. whik the rear por
tion of coach J moved to the right of the alignment its front portion which had been foll<lW· 
ing coach I remained close to it on the left side of the alignment. In v;cw <lf the gap created 
by the rear of coach J changing its direction, coach K appeared to have drifted in a diffe
rent direction. Coaches L and M might also have drifted likewise resulting in coach K 
getting ridden over by the other two and the consequent heavy casualties in it. From this 
observation I conclude that the derailment of coaches L and K was also consequential to 
the accident. 

7.6.5 The points and crossing layout was ripped open and thrown out as a result of 
the violent impact one of the coaches made on it, the crossing together with the lead rail 
having fallen on to the right side at a distance of lim. longitudinally forward :!nd 8 m. late
rally rightward from its original position. The right hand check rail oppo,ite tho nose of 
the crossing on the loop line. was found deposited close to the crossing hut. while: the cros"ing 
was in the right direction (the nose being at Kazipet end), the check rail one! the corres
ponding right running rail of the loop line was in a position turned to !80" longitudinally. 
Besides, the leading end which trailed in the final position of its forward movement took a 
semicircular shape. From this observation I consider that one of the coaches in its forward 
motion in derailed condition might have hit the lead rail at an angle towards the right of the 
alignment. The detached rail end in the rear might have got entangled to its untlcrgcar 
and moved forward. It had taken a semicircular shape after it got cnt~ngled to thl! coach 
in the course of the movement of the latter while the rest of the running rail and the check 
rail remained stationary for a moment and in that process the mil got reversed in direction. 
As the coach moved forward it left the rail which it had uprooted with its rear bent to a 
semicircular •hape taking with it the lead portion when got detached from the coach. Such 
a devastation could only have been done by one or the other of the two coaches J and G 
as seen from their final disposition. Of the two, coach G was less likely to have done it. 
Had it uprooted the points and crossing assembly. its fin·JI position at rest would not have 
been what it actually was. I have accordingly come to the conclusion that the rear of 
J coach got entangled to the rear end of the right rail of the layout in the lead portion. 
uprooted and threw it out onto the right. In that process it got separated from the follow
ing coach K. While the front end of the coach J followed coach I. its rear end drifted to 
the right, cro55ing the loop line also in the final position. This phenemenon explains its 
entanglement with the track assembly on the lead portion of the turn out. Its drift to the right 
of the alignment camed coach K to move forward leaving coach J to its righl. 

7.6.6 Coaches H and I derailed on to the outside of the left rail and moved tangen
tial to the alignment on to the left. Coach G appears to have remained coupled to the rear 
of coach F and front of coach H almost till the end before its couplings broke and it got 
deposited aero!! the two track5 and almost at right angles to the alignment. I consider that 
wnile coach H and the following ones were moving after derailment towards the left of 
the main line. the powerful locomotives in the front were pulling the coaches C. D. E. F 
and G towards the ali!!llmen\. As a consequence of the cross pulls in different directions 
coache5 C, D. E and .F drifted to the right side gradually, the rear coupling of coach F 
still having been connected to the front coupling of coach G, while coach H wh'ch was 
moving away towards the left of the alignment was pulling the rear end of coach G towards 
left. When these two pulls reached extreme limits the coupling between coaches G and H 
broke and coach G got deposited acro55 the two tracks with its rear end not far from the 
front end of coach H. 



1:6.7 I accordingly. consider that while the rear group of coaches H to S left the align
ment ouLStde the left runnmg raJ) and the front coaches A to F were followin• the loco
motives in front. coach G remained as a link between the two groups. its fronL end remaining 
close to the rear of F coach and its rear end remaining close to the front end of H coach. 
This observation and the reasoning which preceded 'leads me to the conclusion that it was 
the front bogie of coach G which had jumped off the rails first towards the ri•ht. While 
its front end was drifting h>wards the right by the impact of the lateral fore~ which caused 
it to jump off the rail, the front coaches A to F remained coupled to it and four of them 
gradually ((l~radcd as the CiOS~puil forced them to do su. 1 he derailed coaches drifted 
gradually towards the right till the hook between coaches 8: & C broke and the locomotive 
movl!d forward with coadt..:s A and B. The hooks between coaches D and E and between 
E and F must have broken even earlier and deposited the coaches at che locations where 
they were found in their final position. The rear derailed coaches led by coach H must 
have pushed the rear end of coach G till it took a position at right angles to the alignment 
and the hook between coaches G and H sheared of!. 

7.6.8 I have considered the possibility of coach F derailing first and find that there 
arc three improbabilities which render it unlikely to have been the culprit vehicle. 

(i) The final disposition of the coach when it came to rest was that its front end was 
nearer to the alignment than the rear end. · Had the front bogie of this coach 
been the first to jump out its front end should have been farther away from 
the alignment than its rear end which it was not. 

(ii) Had the rear bogie of the coach been the first to jump out it is possible that 
the front end would have been nearer the alignment than the rear but its rear 
end would have been restrained from its rightward drift by the. rear foJlowing 
vehicles and it would not have moved so far away from tho al•gnment. 

(iii) In the event of one of the bogies of coach F having jumped out it would be dim-
cult to explain the final position coach G took across the two tracks. . 

7.6.9 Fir>1 point of derailment 

In the absence of site indication of mount or dr?P of the. derailment. the first point of 
dcrailmen·t has also to be estimated using other clut:s ava1lablc at Site: 

(i) I consider that the derailment could not have been on the tra~sitiun curve any
where between • 66 and + 90.40. Had it been so, the deralled wheel would 
have jumpc~ off to the left i.e. on the outside of the curve. 

··) The ri ht running rail in the approach of the top point was in position a~d was 
(n · g "th th lock bar Had the wheel jumped off to the nght m th1s 

also tn tact WI e · f h · t) th a"l surhc' · ( between the transition curve and toe o t c to_P pom e r ~ • .c 
reg•yg h·~~e received some distinguishing mark and poss1bly the fullowmg bog1e 
wou d. 
wheels would have uproote tt. 

· d · h ·1 . nd one 11 m long lead rail fish bolted to it was 
(iii) The dnght t~~~ fts~;~~he r;:;ig~ment almost ~1 right angles to it and longitu~inally 

foun on ~;:. e f its ori ina1 position The tip of the tongue rail was 

f~~u~ei~ti~~~:o:d~~"~t.C0f.~~~':n:'t~0°~t~ ~;~~~:Sf: st~~: ili!r~gf~n ~i~~·~~~~ 
on the ra•l proper. JS not the location where the wheel had first JUmped 
switches of ~he tunh ouJ wa~ ofT the right hand switch rail must have been 
of! to the nght. . T e raggmg h · f rward end of the lead rail got sheared off 
done by a foilowmg coac~ after e \~os~in end) and the switch portion must have 
(ilS joint with the .)eadi ra~l a) ~·spositiong at right angles to its original position 
been pushed out. . I~ . na 1 

-

corroborates this poSSJbJIJty. 
· d dama ed There were no violent marks 

(iv) The nose of tlie crossing rc:a:n~ u~n thegrails forming the V of the cros~ing 
on the nose (except nnno{ 1 en) s o\ was thrown out bodily it bad sustamcd 

. except that when . the w o e ayou . dicated in para 7.6.5 this must have been 
some relatively mmor damage. A'rm f coach J whi'' getting dragged towards 
the punishment given by the rear pod ~h~ ~rossing been i!:o region where the first 
the left by the coach ahead. Ha ld h been marks of violence on the cross-

. d ff its path there wou ave d ff . . othly 
wheel Jumpe o. . h 1 v·n if the culprit wheel passe o smo . 
ing by the followmg w ce s e " . 
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7.6.10 The above observations leave the lead portion of the turnout and I consider 
that it must have been just after the derailing wheel passed the heel of the swit<h that it had 
jumped off. The result might have been that the left and right wheels of that particular 
whed set (and possibly the ·following wheel set/sets of the coach) had started moving. after 
derailment. close to the turnout rails but with the left wheel being outside its left ra1l and 
the right wheel inside its right rail. Having been guided in that path for some short 
whili.! Lh~: bogie might have ripp~!d open the turnout rails in thi! k'ad portion and mov~'d fnr
ward. This explains the quick rightward drift of coach G within a short distance. While 
the right lead rail and the. crossing which had been uprooted by the impact of coach G had 
not moved much along with that coach. coach J which took a rightward drift tas discussed 
in para 7.6.5) threw it out. It -.xould be otherwise diOicult to imagine how a lead rail 
with crossing aggregating to a length of 34 m. could have been thrown out by over· II 111. 
longitudinally and 8 m. laterally. 

7.6.11 Keeping in view. the track conditions on tl1e turn out as discussed in para 7.3, 
I presume that at the high speed of 128 Km.fh .. the vehicle received a violent lun;h just as 
its front wheel left the heel of the switch and had been thrown out of its path triggering niT 
the smash. There is no evidence before· me to show that the particular coach had any de· 
ficiency or defect and even if there was some deficiency. it was destroyed in the smash up 
and is not available. With the general condition of rolling stock discussed in par:t 7.5. 
I do believe that there must have been some minor deficiency triggering off the dera:tmc"111. 

7. 7 Pwible causes Of the derailment 

7.7.1 In an accident of this nature which had taken place during the day light hours 
on a relatively dry day close to a curve and the facing points of a station yard involving 
an imponant Express train scheduled to run through the station at the authorised speed 
of 110 km./h. I comi<lor that tt will be sufficient if I examine' the fdlowing possibilities. 

(I) Sabotage. 
(2) Sudden obstruction in the path of the train. 
(3) Condition of the signalling installation. 
(4) Rolling stock condition. 
(5) Track condition, and 
(6) Excessive speed. 

7.7.2 Sabotage 

There was no indication from site evidence that the accident could have been the 
result of the action of a saboteur. I have. however. received two anun\mous lcucrs in 
Telugn (the local language) indicating that it was the act of an extremist gang. While I 
have passed on these communications to the Police authorities for <lisposal, 1 consider that 
it could not have been the act of a saboteur for the following reasons; 

(i) The accident occurred during day light hours in a station yard within the visibi· 
. lily range cf Railway officials in the cabin. Such ~ setting would hardly have 

been the choice of a saboteur. 

(ii) If a saboteur wanted to wreck the train, a major bridge, 2 Kms. further north 
. would have been an ideal choice durin,!:. dark hours. · 

(iii) The fact that the two train locomotives and two coaches had successfully nego· 
tiated the track would disprove even a remote theory of sabotage. 

I accordingly consider that the derailment was not the act of a saboteur. 

7.7.3 Obstruction in the path of .the train.-The fact that four vehicles pa<Sed safely 
would dispove the possibility of an obstruction existing a~ the point of derailment when the 
train approached it. There is, however. a tlJcorctical possibility of a part of the frollt . 
vehicles of the train falling down and forming an obstruction in the path of the following 
vehicles. A thorough examination of the four underailed vehicles and the front two derailed 
vehicles indicated no such incidence and I accordingly rule out this possibility as well. 

7.7.4 Interlocking ancl. Signalling installation.-The fact that a few derailed vehicles 
drifted towards right would make it necessary to examine whether the facing point yiclrled 



during the movement of the tr~in .and whether, the points gaped after the first four vehicles 
pass.ed a!id allowed the followmg vehtcles take the wrong route. Iii the light of my con
clus~ons 10 para ?·4 regarding the signalling installation I rule out the possibility of an iuter
lockmg defect bemg the cause. 

~.7.5 Rolling stock.-The possible effects of the defects and deficiencies noticed in 
the rolhng stock have been. diScussed m para 7.5 and with the evidence at my disposal I con
Sider that the defects and defictenct~ were not such as would have precipitated an accident 
by themselves. I do, however, constder that they had the potential of aggravating a given 
situation and triggering off the derailment had other conditions been favourable. 

. 7.7.6. The wheel set of !he front bogie of coach F with ~ portion of the wheel flange 
chtpped off attracted the attenllon of many of the techmcal offictals who visited the site soon 
after the accident. In fact the Civil Engineering Officers right from the Chief Engineer 
down to the Assistant Engineer built up uniformly the theory of the broken wheel flanue 
having approached the points and crossing in that condition and caused the smash up while 
negotiating the points and crossing assembly. I have given careful consideration to such a 
possibility but am unable to find evidence which could have made it possible. The Chemical 
and Metallurgical tests discussed earlier have shown that the fracture was not due to any old 
flaw but due to an impact load. Apart from this finding. which I accept, I. consider that 
it is highly unlikely, if not impossible. that the wheel of a Railway coach could hav~ travelled 
any length of track with a fracture of that nature and if by any chance it had travelled on a 
statistical possibility of one in a million it would have certainly shown up on the fractured 
surface the battering it would have received while coming in contact with the rail surface for 
every revolution it made in that conditbn. 

7.7.7 In view of the above I have no hesitation in rejecting the theory put forward by 
the Civil Engineers of South Central Railway about the cause of the accident. I conclude 
that the broken wheel flange, as seen after the accident. did not exist prior to the accident and 
that it was only the result of the accident due to its having hit an object or having been hit 
by an object while moving at high speed just after the derailment. . 

7.7.8 Permanent Way.-1 have examined this aspect also in great detail and recorded 
my observations in para 7.3. . · · 

I consider that with the evidencQ at my disposal and from the track condition which 
obtained on 31-8-1981 the track could not ha.ve by itself caused .a derailm~nt of this nature 
at the maximum authorised speed. It had, however, the potent!ahty of tnggermg off a de
railment bad other conditions been favourable for such an eventuality. 

7.7.9 Apart from the condition of track discussed ~arlier, a rail fracture ~aused dur!ng 
th movement of the front vehicles of this train or .an ear her tram had the potent13l of ~ausmg 
a derailment. I have gone into this possibility in detail, the incidence of fractures m that 
section, and the indications of ultrasoni_c flaw det~ctor whtch }"sted Ire ~~~s t sof!g)~on.ths. 
earlier. There had been no rail ~racture tn that regiOn (o~-~ven rom. mfl. .o .th t ur!ng 
U 

d" 12 months nor dtd the flaw detector rev""" any maJor aws m .a regton 

d
le. prc~te mgl" er run With no evidence in that direction I consider that the possibility of 
unng t s cart · .1 f d"d 1 x"st the derailment having been caused due to a ra• racture t no e t . . 

7.7.10 Speed 
7.7.!0.1 This aspect has bee~ discussed. in detail in para 7.2 and I hold that the speed 

of the train while approaching the pomt of dermlmenf was about 128 km:'h. . 

7
.
7
.
10

.
2 1 scrutinised a n~mber of c~arts of trains worked by Shri E.O. Lever. Driver, 

in the weeks and months precedmg the acctdent. . 
d h t of the train worked ·by, the same driver from Bnlhnrshah .to 

7.7.10.3 The spee. c. ar s ecd of not less than 120 km./h. for a good part·of tts 
Vijayawada on 30fi-8t-8dl :'"dth'caette:chog~aphs of both the locomotives recorded properly on that 
run The charts t e m . . .. , . · 
jou~ney clearly indicating overspeedmg. , . . . . . 

"I bl d charts of trains worked by the Dnver durmg 
7.7.10.4 A _look at th~ ava';~di~a:~e~hat he had a high propensity for overspeeding. 

the weeks prcce?mg the .acctde~ d by him out of thirty four made available to me recorded 
Twenty two cllatrs of trams wor e •th" the authorised speed and five were blank. The 
excessive speeds •. wedhile ~·~ven 'l~:;"g :1',~ t',~ins which recorded a speed of 120 km./h. on some 
actual speeds attatn w I e wor 
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ot the charts could as well be higher and have to be analysed by methods similar to those 
adopted for the chart of 31·8·81. 

7.7.10.5 A close look at the speeds recorded at locations where there were temporary 
or permanent speed restrictions would indicate that the Driver had developed a sort of C\111· 
tempt for speed restrictions. The speed restriction of 15 Km./h. between Rcpalliwada and 
Asifabad Road was negotiated at a speed of about .65-70 Km./h. as re<:orded on the chart of 
31-8-81 and the loop line at Bcllampalli at about 40 Km./h. Similar violations could be 
pointed out at several other places on the same chart as well as on other availabk charts. 

7.7.10.6 To a question as to why he did not observe the speed restriction of 30 Km./h. 
at Km. 272/2-1 between Raghavapuram and Ramgundam which he ncg.otiah:d prior to the 
accident Shri Lever replied that as the restriction was imposed in connl!ction with the cons
truction of a road ovc:r bridge across the track. he considered it to be not rckvant to his train 
but only to the road over bridg!!. A more dangerous attitude of a. Driv~r to a speed restric
tion notified to him in the form of a Caution Order will be difficult to come across. 

7.7.10.7 I accordingly conclude that Shri E.O. Lever had a high propensity for over· 
speeding and that he drove No. 121 Up Tamil Nadu Express of 31-8-81 to its dimstrous end. 
having attained a spel!d of about 12S Km./h. shortly before reaching the <krailmt!nt Sfr<.lt. 

7.8 Ov.rspl"i!ding-a chronic feature 

7.8.1 My inquiries have revealed that overspccding was not confined to a particular 
driver or to a particular train. It. was round to be widely prcvalant cutting across the barriers 
of Divisions and Depots, Ordinary Express trains as well as High Sp<ed tmins. 

7.8.2 A scrutiny of the speed charts of Tamil l')adu group of High Speed trains hauled 
by Tughlakabad-(Nonhern Rly.) based locomotives and worked by South Central Railway 
Drivers between Vijayawada and Balharshah for some wcl.!ks prl.!ceding the accidc:nt. rcvcah:U 
that there was frequent overpeeding by different drivers. The list includes sl.!vaal in~latH.:cs 
by Driver E. 0. Lever who figured in the accident of Tamil Nadu Express of 31-8-1981, ami 
by Driver Anthony Swamy who figured in an earlitr accident of Tamil Nadu Express of 
19-6-1980 on Kazipet-Balharsha section of South Central Railway and which was attributed 
to overspccding besides some other caus'o!. 

7.8.3 On other Express trains of Secunderabad Division worked by Lallaguda and 
Kazipet-based Drivers there were several cases of overspecding upto 120 Km.fh. as recorded 
on the chans. The list includes High Speed Express trains as well as ordfnary Express tr"ins 
whose maximum authorised speed is only 100 Km./h. · 

7.8.4 On Vijayawada Division of the Railway not a single chart of any Dbcl Locu
motive-hauled Express train between Vijayawada and Waltair could be produced by the 
Officer who appeared before me. This included the Coromandcl Express 11hich is a high 
speed train. 

In respect of tmins worked by Electric traction in Vijayawilda-Gudur section speed 
charts have been maintained with effect from May 1981 although Express tmin• hauled by 
A. C. Electric Locomotives started operating from January 1981 onwards and the High Speed 
trains from April 1981. From particulars furnished, it was seen that ovcrspecding upto 
120 Km/h. was a frequent feature even in respect of trains which have an authorised maxi-

. mum llpeed of 100 Kmfh. Considering the relatively weak track conditions in the sec
tion. such overspeeding could only he termed as disastrous. Except for a remark that 
Drivers were being warned, no effective steps appeared to have been taken to curb the 
tendency. 

During .the first week of M~y 1981, when, during· a routine inspection, some instances 
of overspeeding came to my notrce, the matter was reported to the Railway Administration 
through an Inspection Note. The advice tendered in that report went unheeded and ins· 
tances of 'Jverspeeding continued unabated. Even the findings of a Departmental Inquiry 
Committee consisting of four Heads of Departments which went into the cause of the derail· 
men.t of. Ganga;Kaveri Ex pres~. another ~tgh Speed. train, ncar Tenali on Gudur-Vijayawada 
sectron m Apnl 1981 and •whtch determmed excessrve speed as one of the causes remained 
unnoticed. 

7.8.5 On GuntakaJ·t>ivision the records produced by the Senior Divisional Mechanical 
Engin~er. who deposed befdre me, revealed· widespread ovcrspeeding by some Express train 
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Drivers upk> 120 Km/11. against 100 Km/h . . . 
Dnvcrs who works fast Express trai th . authonscd on that wutc. Against one of the 
b:twccn 5-10-lq~O anti P-9-1981 54nosf tlere wedre as many as 65 entries of overspeediog 
n.•r r. d d - . tern m tcaltng speeds of 110 K /h .r¥ c~or ~ pr<; llccd bdorc me during mv i 1 . m . or more as 
tndulgmg tn stmilar frequent overspcedin' ~i~~Y- nstanees of at least twenty other Drivers 
of cmc year) have also l'Omc to notice. g scores rangmg from 10 to 59 in a period 

7.8.6 I was disappointed to notice Jar ·J · 
Division where a disaster. determined to ha ge ~ca e mstances of overspefding even on Hubli 
of tbe prestigious trains of the Railway in ;~cerne~ c~~s;: b\~verspeedmg, oe<urred to one 

d:f,~~s u~~oo~~rsf.:1~~~;;;~~~~h~n~a0:i~h;m D;~~~~riii·P·~j~f"iff£,:hct 3~ -8.~3~ts~~;n~r uccd before me. . . as per rcgtster pro-

7.d8.7 On Hydcrabad Division analysis of speed charts and maintenance ~f Driver w·s 
overspce mg statements were found to have received attenti · - ~ e 
wo~kcd by Drivers under Lallaguda Shed but there again no wor~~wh'nc r~~~~t too~ur~a;~s 
ten cnc~ wa~ take~. . There wer~ frequent overspeeding entries against some Drivers· on~ 
o~ ~hemrw'!f tnvolvedm over~peedmg on 67 occasions between January 1981 and Auuust-1981 
wn no o ow up actJO!I to dissuade him from overspceding. · ... 

7. 9 Monitoring or train speedS'-a half hearted exercise 

. 7.9.1_ ~onitoring of speeds of the:_ Tamil Nadu group of High Speed trains hauled b 
WDM-2 Dtesd LOCOJ!lOII\'CS between VtJayawada and Balharshah on Sccuudcrobad Divisiu~ 
wa~ consp1cuous by .1ts absence. The locomotives of these trains belonging to Northern. 
Ratlway are fitted wtth 7-day Yenkay Speed Charts. inserted and removed by the officials of 
t~e Dtesel Loco Shed. _Tugh_la~~bad, Northern Railway. Depositions of the concerned olfi
ctals tncludmg the Sentor DtvlstOnal Mechanical Engineer of the South Central Railway and 
the Senior Divis_ional Mechanical Engineer of Tughlakabad Shed. Northern Railway, have 
revealed that netther the charts nor any extracts of the analysis of tbe charts had been sent 
by the Northern Railway officials for at least a year prior to the accident. South Central 
Railway oflicials had also. during this long period. not sought any information in the matter 
from Northe~ Rail--:ay and acted as per the belief "No news is good news". Unfortunately. 
their expectatiOns fatled as could be seen from a number of charts pertaining to the months 
of June. July and August 1981 obtained from Delhi at my request and made available to me. 

7.9.2 In respect of speed charts of trains worked by South Central Railway's loco
motives. it was seen that speed charts were generally being collected by tbe depots and brought 
on to the Ovcrspeeding Register: except in some depots like Vijayawada where not a single 
chart was collected from the Dicsellocomatives for at least a year prior to 31-8-1981. The 
analysis of the charts was. however. cursory and confined to the maximum authorised speed 
of the section or train and not to lower authorised speeds in certain stretches or to temporary 
restrictions. The only exception was in Hubli Division where speeds in some stretches 
with a fo~er authorised speed were also being noted in the register. 

7.9.3 Where particular Drivers were found to have been exceedi.ng the maximum 
authorised speed the incidents were being brought on to the D~iver·wtse Ov~rspeeding 
Registers: beyond that. very little appeared to have been do_ne '?. dt~suade the Drtvers f~om 
the overspeeding tendency. Except innocuous remarks hke Drtvers counselled. Dnver 
warned: Reported to DME etc.". no effective !ollow up step~ appeared to hav_e been taken in 
most of the cases. In Hubli Division a pecuhar feature nottced. was that agatnst enos~ of the 
ovcrspceding entries. remarks were made to the eff~ct that the .mstrument w~s d~fecttve. To 
n question as to whether s~ch remarks were substanttatcd by testmg the respecttve mstruments. 
the reply was in the negattve. . . . 

7 9 4 The fact that in almost all the Divisions long lists of Drivers. exceeding the rna~i
mum a~thorised speed appeared day after day and ~eek after w.~ek wtthout. any let. up. tn 
the frequency of such incidents. lends one to the _inevtta~le conclusiOn that speed monttonng 
as practised on the Railway was half-hearted and meffectwe. . 

7.10 Reluctance of Divisional Officers lo curb the overspeedingtendency 

7 1o 1 Most of the Overspeeding Registers :were _b<:i~g scrutinised by the Divisional 
·- · 1 M chanica! Enoineers of the respecttve DtVISton• hut the fact that they were 

and Asstsbtaln 1 ce rb the tendency is clear from the continuing incidence of such overspeedin~ 
also not a c o u · h · f · ·ry 
c~ses (as seen from the respective registers) right upto t e ttme o my mqut . 
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7.10.2 The Divisional Safety Offi~r .imd .the Divisional Engineer of Secunderabad 
Division, when questioned as to whether they were keeping a watch in the matter and whether 
they were scrutinising the Overspeeding Registers replied in the negative. The position 
could not have been different in other Divisions, judging from the results. 

7.11 Indifference of Administrative Offioers to overspeeding 

7.11.1 The replies I received from the Divisional Railway Manager to my questions on 
speed monitoring leave me in serious doubt. He maintained that a loss of two minutes was 
all that was required for a fast Express train to observe a speed restriction of 15 Km/h. He 
was not convinced even when his attention was drawn to South Central Railway's Nntifica
tion of 13-3-1977 which prescribes a loss of four minutes or RDSO's Report (No. M. 46) 
which prescribes a loss of 4.5 miutes for such a restriction. 

7.11.2 The Chief Motive Power Engineer was equally casual when. in the face of 
scores and scores of overspeeding cases recorded against dozens and dozens of Drivers all 
over the Railway as per registers produced by his own Divisional Officers, he preferred to 
descn'be the incidence of overspeeding cases as "exceedingly small". Even the Chief ~lecha
nieal Engineer was not inspiring confidence when he said that he had nothing to do with the 
conditions relating to speeds in the Safety Certificate signed by the Administration prior to 
the introduction of High Speed trains. In such an atmosphere it is d;fficult to imagine 
that lower cadres of Railwaymen can think or act differently. 

7.12 Commitments not bonomed 

7.12.1 The following assurances were a part of the Safety Certificate signed by six 
Heads of Departments of South Central Railway in January 1979 before the Double-headed 
Tamil Nadu Express with 21 coaches was introduced and sanction for operation of the 
train (as also the other two High Speed trains-Andhra Pradesh Express and Kcrala-Kar
nataka Express) was issued by this Circle: 

"5. AJ.l temporary and permanent speed restrictions in force and those that will be 
imposed from time to time shall be observed. 

17. All speed charts shall be scrutinised by the nominated Mechanical Supervisors 
to ensure observance of all temporary and permanent speed restrictions. An 
Officer of the Mechanical Department n<;>t below the rank of an Assistant 
Officer shall test check a few ch~rts once a month and sign in token thereof'. 

7.12.2 Commenting on the observations made in para 9.3 of my Report on the 
Derailment of No. 204 Down "Mahalakshmi Express" on Miraj·Hubli section of South 
Central Railway on 3-12-1979. the Ministry of Railways stated in their communication No. 
79/Safety (A&R)/1/30 dated 3-2-1981 to the Chief Commissioner of Railway Safety as 
under : 

"General Managers of all Zonal Railways have been addressed vide this Ministry's 
D.O. No. 77-M (M&P)/4f>7 /1 dated 10/11·9-1980 on the matter of setting up 
a proper system of monitoring speed recorder charts and tracking down errant 
drivers prone to overspeeding. They have been asked to confirm that proper ma
chinery exists and that prompt action is being taken to bring errant Drivers 
to book. 

S.C. Railway has been advised to take necessary action against the staff held 
responsible in this case." · 

7.12.3 It appears from what has been brought out in para 7.8 to 7.12.2 above 
that the statutory conditions of sanction of the High Speed trains as well as the instruc
tions issued by the Ministry of Railways to monitor speed charts with a view to check over
speeding tendencies on all Express trains have been grossly violated or ignored by all the 
Divisions of the Railway, leading me to come to the irresistable conclusion that there has 
been a Management failure in this respect on South Central Railway. 

7.13 Speed at any cost-A way of life with •orne Railway Officials •. 

7.13.1 My assessment of the situation (which is also •hared by several others in
cluding some of the ailway official• who deposed before me in this Inquiry but who 
were ~ot prepared to go on record for obvious reasons) i• that a small but influential 
section of Railway officials appear to be believing in the philosophy "speed at any cost" 
though the Railway Ministry have declared from time to time that this was not the phi
losophy of Indian Railways and that "speed with safety" was what they believed in Some-
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· how. the wro!'g philosophy appears to have become a way of life with certain Railwa 
offi<1als and 11 _appears to be so much deep-rooted that it needs sustained and determinJ 
effons to erase 11 out of the.r mmds and substitute it by the phdosophy "speed with safety". 

. . 7.13.2 As I draft these paras a few recent instances which serve to illustrate the 
pomt m a strikmg manner come to my mind. · 

7.13.3 On 27-8-!981 I_ trt.velled. by No. II Dadar Express train from Guntakal to 
Madras on a r_outme mspecuon. A. hll•e after the train left Guntakal as I looked at the 
vacuum gauge 10 the Inspection Carnage l noLced that it was showmg insufficient vacuum 
When I sent for the Gua:d at the next halting station (Gooty) to know whether my gaug~ 
was d~fcct!ve or the tram was really havmg insufficient vacuum, he confirmed that the 
gauge m h1s Break Van had shown 31 ems. but he had started the train as otherwise its 
punctuality waul~ have been affected. On my _request the train was detained for a check 

. up. and recttficatton whtch took an extra 9 mmutes. The Guard involved was a very 
senior Guard working important Express trains. 

7.13.4 It was again on this trip that I noticed the train ruoning at a speed very 
much high•:r than the authorised speed of 60 Km/h. on the BalepaJI -Mamanduru Ghat 
section. When the speed chart was called for and checked it was found to have recorded 
90 Km/h. in the relevant section. The Dr:ver involved was a Special Grade Driver work
ing important trains an,l the situation was that the train was somewhat behind schedule 
:1>1d w Juld have reached the end of the Railway (Renigunta) late and its punctuality would 
have been lost had he not hurried up to save its punctual running by violat.ng the speed 
limit. 

7.13.5 On 20-7-!98! a Goods train running in Gundur-Vijayawada section was 
noticed to he having hot axle condition on a wagon at Nidubroiu stat'on and the station 
staff harl r~quested the Control!er to have it stopped and checked <~t Ts•:ndt.ru. the next sta
tion. This was not permitted and the train proceeded but got derailed before reaching 
Tenali, the next station. The person who took the decision was a Seu'or Section Con
troller with 23 years of service and the situation was that there was no spare Down line 
at Tsunduru for passing through ti'! station an important MaH. train wh=ch was following 
the Goods train. In the event of its being detained there for check up of the hot axle 
the punctuality of that Mail tmin would have been lost 

7.13.6 On 19-8-1981 the Cabin Assistant Station Master of Jolarpettai Junction was 
to receive an Up Express train but he was not able to normalise the block instruments (on 
which line clear had been taken for an earl'er Goods train). His anxiety not to delay 
the Expre" train was so intense that he lost his sense of proportion, made several mistakes 
includine; the wron~ use of an emergency release for normalising the b!ock instruments 
and admilled the "!Express train, only to cause a col[sion within minutes of taking that 
decision. 

7.13.7 Four Senior Administrative Officers of Southern Railway who recently in
quired into a Goods train a_ccident determined that a !?articular defect. was noticed_ by 
the train crew in the formalton of a through Goods !rat~ and wa!'t.ed 11 to be recltfied 
before the train was allowed to proceed_ fu_rther. . The tram Exa!'"mmg Staff refused . to 
attend to it on the plea that they had strtcl mstruct1ons net to deatm through Goods tra ns. 
The train was allowed to continue its journey without the defect being. rectified but derail~d 
afrer coverine some dis+ance caus"n2 dam~e::c of Rs 8.59 lakhs to ~artway assets and dis
location of about 36 hours to through traffic. 

7.13.8 Instances can be multiplie~ but the above. examples would su~ce to illus
t 

1 
how Drivers Guard~ Trnin Exammers. Asst. StattOn Ma~ters and Section Control!;:, e are surcharged in thei~ obsession tci som~-how ma~ntain _the. punctuahty of. passe!'gr 

ca.rr in~ trains and to push through G~ods trams to thetr des~mat.tons ~t the earh~st wtth
out y due consideration for safety. It IS _not releva!'l for th1s dtscusston to. ~o mto the 

for their obsession but what is tmoortant ts that they are so condtttoned as to 
b:li~~~\hat what all thev do is in the interests of train o!'~ration .. It is difficult to imagine 
h these lower level officials coul~ have been so C?ndtlloned Without th7 knowledge of 

t 8~. · perior office-rs or- that the hte:her officers. havmg been aware of- th's tendency. are 
th~~~:uto check the erring officials if _they, seriously wanted .to stop ~uch irregularities. ~n 
u~ h e 

1
•
1 

is a serion~ matter wh1ch ts very much aea,nst the mterests of safe train 
e•t er cas · · · · f th · t' n and deserves immediate attentton o e top management. 
opera ·o 

6_, CR~/Lucknow/86 
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7.13.9 It appears that there are enough circulars and instructions for guid.ance of 
the officials at lower levels but what appears to be badly needed is genuine willingness 
on the part of the Railway Management to implement the instructions. By and large, Rail
way men are a discip.ined and devoted lot and can be trusted to fall in line with the policy 
of the Management within the shortest possible time, provided they get the correct lead 
and provided further they are also made to realise that the Management is serious about 
iL What appears immediately necessary, therefore, is the correct lead from higher offi
cials by personal involvement in the matter and steps to make them understand that the 
Management means business. 

7.14 Violation of conditions of statutory sanctions 

7.14.1 In the recommendation which l made t<> the Government under cover of 
my office letter No. 81/SC. 63/1815 dated II-9-81, the following infractions were detail.:d: 

"(i) A very vital condition relating to the Brake power of the train slipuhted in 
the Sanction that the vacuum level on the locomotive should not be less than 
56 ems. and in the rear Brake van 53 ems. is frequently violated. It appears 
that some of the locomotive are not able to create the necessary vacuum. 

(ii) Several cases of defects of roller bearings used for the coaches have come 
to notice during monthly examinations in recent months and one case of 
seizure of roller bearing on Tamil Nadu Express while on run at full speed 
has taken place receotly. That the defect was observed in time and a dis
aster had been averted was only fortuitous. The situation warrants an ur
gent review of the type of roller bearings used and the methods of their perio-
dical examination. 1 

fill) Both the Southern and the South Central Railways, owing and operating the 
coaches of the three High Speed trains, face the chronic problem of shortage 
of coaches which bas been further aggravated by the strengthening of two of the 
trains to 21 coaches recently without addifon to the existi!lll fleet. This bas 
resulted in maintenance schedules being in arrears and coaches from ordinary 
Express trains (not specifically cleared for I 10 Km./h.) being substituted for 
High Speed rakes. 

(iv) There have been cases of occasional strengthening of the trains beyond the 
sanct'oned capacity of 21 coaches with the attendant problems of haulage, 
Emergency Braking Distances, etc. 

(v) Some of the other maintenance/operational infractions/deficiencies whiciL have 
come to my notice include-

(a) the condition which st'pulates that when a High speed tmh is requir~ t<> be 
stopoed out of course at a station, it should first be brought to a. stop at 
the first stop signal is observed more in its breach. 

(b) The condition which requires the Mechanical Enj!ineers to keep a watch 
on the speeds by a proper procedure of checking t!ie speed charts including 
monthly scrutiny by Officers is also observed in its breach, while over
speeding continues. 

(c) Per."odical testing of rails by flaw detectors- and the track by Amsler 
Track Recording Cars/Oscillograph Cars is not done as per stipulations. 
Rails with major flaws are allowed to remain. in the track for. long periods. 

(d) Stipulated examination of rakes by Assistant Mechanical Engineen 
is not properly dont. 

(e). Leaking and empty. dash pots are a common feature of. the. coaches and 
shortaees of critical items of stores- do not. appear to be sparing even 
these High Speed trains, 

(f) Speedometers and speed charts even on the High Speed trains have ceased 
to be reliable. 

(g) The locomotive which worked the Andhra: Pradesh Express of· 2,9-1981 
(by which I travelled upto the site of accident) did not even have a· wiper 
in working order. There was a down pour on the run and visibility 
reduced considerably, creating.unsafe conditions• 
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(h) Vigilance Control Devices. do not work even on High Sp•ed trains (Rail
way Board have not clanfied in thoir letter No. 73-M(L) 466/112 Pt. lli 
dated .3-7-19.81 w~ether the1~ .orders refer to H'gh Speed trains also. The 
condttJon s!Ipulatmg t~e Vtgdance Control Device in proper working 

f
order stands, however! m the statutory sanction issued by the Commission 
or the Htgh Speed tram)." 

These infra~ons. violate the follov:"ng clan~es of th~ Safety Certificate signeq by the Rail
way AdmmtstratiO':' ba.sed on whtch the mtroductton of the High Speed train with 21 

·coaches was autltonsed m January 1979. 

"24. The. trains shall cons!st. of a maximum 21 all-coil I.C.F .• B.E.M.L. or IRS 
nommated coaches (dtstmctly marked for easy 'dentification·. These coaches 
s~all be equioped and maintained to that standard prescribed by the RDSO 
vt~e Techmcal Pamphlet No. 7103 and approved by Railway Board vide 
Wtreless Message No. CRB/T/ME/1 dated 27-8-1971. 

25. The coaching stock shall, be maintained in accordance with RDSO's Technical 
Pamphlet No. 7103 and the facilities required for maintaining the coaches to 
the above mentioned pamphlet have been provided. 

27. The coaches forming the nominated rake of the train shall be distinctly marked 
for easy identification. 

36. (i) The vacuum gradient for these trains shaU be 560 mm. in the locomotive and 
530 mm. in the Brake Van. 

40. If the .train is to be stopped out of course in Multiple Aspect Signalting Ter
ritory, it shall be brought to a stop at the Home S goal as the distance avail
able between the Home and Starter signals at all stations is generally less than 
the emergency braking distances. 

47. Ultrasonic testing of tract on stretches where the rails are more than 10 years 
old shall be carried out once a year and such testing shall be intensified at 
vulnerable locations where there is heavy corrosion• such as points and cross
ings and vicinities of water columns in yards. 

56. The braking distance of the train comprising 21 ICF all,coiled coaches fitted 
with DA. valves hauled by two WDM-2 locomotives will be within the brak
ing distance stipulated for trains with 14 bogies I.C.F. all-coiled coaches fitted 
with D.A. Valves and hauled by s'ngle WDM-2 locomotive booked at a speed 
of 100 Km./h. and a· maximum speed of llO Km./ho'' 

7.14.2 I now add the following which have since come to·notice. 

L Speed: 
(a) Violation of the two conditions _(clauses 5' an_d 17. of tlie Safety. Certificate) 

relating to observance of max1mum auth.onsed sp~eds by Dnvers ~nd 
monitoring of their performance by Supervisory oflictals have· been detailed 
in para 7.12.1. 

(b) Clause> 36 (ii)· of the Safety Certificate requires t~e J?rivers "not t~ exceed 
the booked speed· of 100 Km./H. when. the specified vacuum graddmt ""'?-" 
not be maintained". Some of the Dnvers were not even aware or th1~ 
clause. 

z. An additional condition. (repro~uced, below) was ~tipulated in July 1~79 in the 
light of experience ga"ned wllh ~1gb Speed trams and the observation~ made 
by· RDSO which went into certam problems that had cropped up dunng- the 
period· (communicated' under Railway Board's No. 77-M(C)/137/17 dated 

16-5-1979). 
"6 Instructions contained in paras 6.4.1 to 6.4.3 of the Minutes of the meeting 

· held on 31-3;1979 at RDSO and communicated· under Ra1Jway Board's No. 
77-M (C)/137/17 dated 16-5-79 sh~IJ ~ suitably disp_Jayed in the loco
motives and Drivers be a_ske~, to SJgn m token of havmg understood· these 
before being allowed to dnve; 
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No such display is noticed in any of the locomotives hauling the High Speed trains. 

7.15 Yenkay Speed Chart-Is it suitable for use on fast trains? 

7.15.l Th_e speed chart which is now used in the tachographs fitted to the Mail and 
Express tra:ns mcludmg the High Speed Exorcss trains has several short comings some 
of which are detailed below: -

(I) Some times the recorder does not work even when the indicator works. 

(2) Due to its size it requires a lot of effort to identify short stretches of restrictions 
from the chart. 

(3) The time-speed chart does not record beyond 120 Km./h. even when the speed 
exceeds that !.mit. Similar is the case with the indicator needle. 

(4) The ind;cator as well as the recorder are sluggish at the commencement and 
also while decelerating. . 

(5) Allowances are to be made for wheel diameter of the locomotive when the 
speed is to be assessed from the Time-speed graph. 

(6) When the chart is a 24 hour chart it has perforce to be inserted in and removed 
from the instrument by persons other than the Shed staff and as Drivers are 
allowed to exercise this function it is not made available when it docs not suit 
the Driver. 

(7) The seven day chart over-comes this drawback but on some charts the stylus 
. does not seem to be able to go from one chart to the next due to some rea!!.ons 

or the other. 

7.15.2 It appears desirable that a more reliable tne of speed recorder is fitted 
on to the Mail and Express trains to render speed monitoring and controlling a really 
worthwhile exercise. In this context the recent decision of the M"nistry of Railways to 
go in for Hasel type recorders on all new locomotives to be mandactured is welcome. 
In respect of the existing locomotives the Ministry's decision appeai"S to be that charu. 
of the present design will not be discarded as long as these rema•n serviceable. It appears 
de;ir•ble that at least in the locomotives working fast Express trains the change over 
is effected right now without waiting for the existing charts to run their course. 

7.l5.3 Pending change over to the new type of speed charts. it acpears desirable 
that the existing machinery in Loco Sheds and Depots for analysis and evaluation of 
the speed charts is strengthened with a view to make it really purposeful. It is not very 
difficult to observe from the speed chart tliat the train was decelerated at about 15.50 
hrs. to about 65-70 Km./h. and at about 15.35 hrs. to about 40 Km./h. When 
this is cross checked with the Guard's journal it will not be difficult to con-
clude that these decelerations were for observance of a speed restrict" on of 15 Km./h. in 
Repalliwada-Asifabad Road section and fnr passing thrnueh the lnoo line at Rell~mpalli. 
It is thus clear that, given adequate machinery to analyse the charts and willingness on 
the part of the Management to accept the interpretation. even the present type of Yenkay 
charts can serve the cause of safety. 

7.l6 Miscellaneous issues 

7.16.1 Being the first of its kind involving a High Speed train, the accident has 
naturally received countrvw de oublidty and re::.r.tion 11nrl m::.nv New10: Paners commented 
on several issues. In consider that this report will not be complete if I do not deal with 
at least the important among them. 

7.16.2 Casualty fignres as notified by the Railway Administrat'on was the first 
issue which has been commented bv almost all News Papers and contested by some. 
Having reached the site 48 hours after the occurrence I had no opportunity . to observe 
this myself as relief work had been completed earher. However. I kept this f~remost 
in my mind during my investigations and from wh~t I was ~old _by some of !he w!tnesses 
as well a's my discussions with persons from outstde aeenctes m the area mcludmg .the 
Sirpur Paper Mills. Sir Silk Facto~. Rotary Club _and Docto_rs. wh'? rendered medical 
aid. I am satisfied that the fignre notified by the ~atlway t\dm nts!ra!I?n represented t~e 
actuals and they had not tried to keep back any !nfonnatiOn. Mts•IVInes of the Pubhe> 
on this score are generally based on the devastatiOn caused to the coaches. It may. 
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~~::.:~~i~s.b~::r\~u~~rl~ t~~e ~~~n~?fthla~age ~o coa
1
c
1 
hes would not normally represent ~he 

are f A . T I . . c act t at a coaches used on fast Express trams 
w· 0 nto· e escopoc type desogn capable of absorbing the momentum at either end 
. tthout allowong the body to buckle or got crushed unless there is great provocation for 
It as had happened to coach K in this panicular accident. It appears desirable that Railways 
t~ to cducat\! thl! ~t.""neral public in this respect. not necessarily when an accident occurs 
so~ce. such an occasoon would be taken as an attempt to defend the Railways and will be 
dosmosscd as a cloak for keeping back actual casualties. 

7.16.3 Unco~fort~ble run on. tbe journey between Vijayawada and Ralapet.
S~ycral WJtncs.<.;cs mcludmg a few RaJiwaymcn gave expression to rough running between 
Vtjayawada and Ra_lapct on 31·8·81. The News Papers had also published such repcns 
and drawn adverse mfc.:rcnccs about track and rolling stock condition. I have gone through 
the ~c~ults of the Amsler Track Rc'Cording Car run of 30-8-1981 and found that track 
conduron was such that running in several stretches must have been really unsteady. A 
perusal of. the records of dash-pot oil rccoupments indicated that there were some coaches 
on the tram whose dash-pots were not in an efficient state of maintenance and there were 
cases of leakage of dash-pots even on earlier runs. A coach with inadequate· hydraulic 
shock absorption could be really uncomfonable for passengers and the effect could get 
further compounded on a "not well maintained" track. Besides the condition of dash
pots. excessive clearancl!s between the top of bogie frame above bolster spring and clea
rances between axle box casing and bottom of bogie frame could also accenuate the. ten· 
dency of the coach to oscillate heavily paniularly when it gets combined with poor stret· 
ches of track or high speed and worse still when all the three factors combine. I do 
believe that most of the complaints about 'frightful jolting' and 'rough running' were 
due to the above factors and consider that tight schedules of track and rolling stock 
maintenance are prescribed for high speed trains just to take care of those factors. There
fore. the desirability of maintaining coaches and track to the prescribed tight schedules 
Cannot be overemphasised. There- has been a tendency. as observed by me from the 
statements of the concerned Civil and Mechanical Engineers during this inquiry as well 
as my earlier inquiry into the derailment of K.K. Express in May 1981. to explain away 
the condition of track or rolling stock as not 'unsafe'. It may not be unsafe by itself 
but it could be very uncomfortable and when both the factors combine conditions could 
be really frightening as deposed by some witnesses. In an adverse situation. the deficiencies 
in rolling stock and track maintenance could also cause unsafe conditions and trigger 
off dcraiimcnts. It is. therefore. essential that tight maintenance schedules fixed for the 
high speed trains are rigidly adhered to by maintenance men. 

7.16.4 Traumatic experience of the passengers who travelled on the duplicate 
Tamil Nndu Express of 1·9-1981 between Sirpur Kaghamagnr and New Delhi. 

7.16.4.1 The bitter complaints voiced by some of the witnesses b.efore me as also 
by others through the Press about the unsatisfactory run of the Duphcate train which 
was arraneed on l-9-1981 from Sirpur Kaghaznagar were in sharp contrast with th:!r 
universal a-ppreciation '.'! the help rendered by the .managements of the. Rora_ry Club, S1r 
Silk Factory, Sirpur Paper Mills and others of . Sorpur K~ghaznagar on thclf ho~r of 
sulfering on the night of 31·8·1981. The complamts were on respect of the followmg: 

(I) The duplicate train con~isted of rickety coaches some of which were not even 
fit to run on Express trams. 

(2) The train made a latge number of ~nscheduled. halls at way side stations and 
did not at all run like an Express tram. The tra~n took about 29 hours to cover 
the journey from Sirpur Kaghaznagar to Ddh1 which was very much more 
than even an ordinary Express train. 

(3) While it stopped at many small stations with no refreshment facilities it ran 
through important stations where food and eatables could be procured. The 
result was that most of the passengers had to go wtthout food or ~vcn adequate 
water for washing and the plight of children for whom even m1lk could not 
be procured was miserable. 

7.16.4.2 Having witnessed a tra.in dis~ster in which they were themselv~s involved 
d 1 · continued their JOurney m then· state of shock (and perhaps wath InJUries 

nn . mvmg cases) the passengers were justified in expecting a better treatment from the 
too on some : · · K h D lh' S f th Railwav authorities on thctr JOurney from S1rpur ag aznagar to c 1. orne o em 

7_1 CRS/Luct:noW/86 
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gave expression to the feeling that if the Railways were not capable of look
ing after the passengers. they could atlcast have s~nt mcssai!~S to the Ro· 
tary Club_· managements enroute to look after their comforts as had bcc.:n don!.! by the 
on~ at Strpur Kag~aznagar. The meaning conveyed by this expression is obvious if 
~atlways can read tt properly. I am not inclined to dismiss the complaints as cxaggcra
ti?ns wh~n several passenge!"S including retired Chid Opaating Superintendent of In
dian Railways gave expressJOn to the misery they experienced on that run. 

7.16.4.3 I had occasion to hear similar complaints from passcneers of K.K. Ex
press t!""in involved in a derailment in May 1981 (para 9.1.14 of the rclc~ant Report). The 
hardship caused ·to those passengers was negligible compared to what must have been 
go~c through by the thc11s:md and odd passengers of Tamil Nadu brrcss of 31-8-JOSi 
Railways cannot afford to Tt'main indifferent to the needs of thdr CUMGmcrs if thev va!;;;: 
their good will. A humanistic approzch-and not routine and mechanical controiling of 
the moveme~t of trains regardless of the needs of passengers--is what is required of 
Railway offi.cmls n:sronsihle for train operation even in normal situa ilms and more so on 
an extraordinary occasion like this. I understand that Railwav Divisional Control 
Offices are manned by Commercial Controllers also and it will bt:. interesting to know 
what they were doing when a thouSand and odd passengers of a prestigious train were 
put to such inconvenience. The Railway Administrations concancd may profitably go 
into the circumstances in which the battered passengers of Tamil Nadu Express of 
:31-8-81 received such a harsh treatment on their journey after what all they were made 
to suffer in the course of the accident itself. Such a review will certainly be useful to 
avoid similar situations in future. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 Having carefully considered the factual. material and circumstantial evidence 
at my disposal. I have arrived at the conclusion that the derailment of No. 121 Up Tamil 
Nadu Express train between Km. 209/10-6 within Ralapet station limits on Kazipct-Bal
harshah section of South Central Railway at about 17.53 hours on 31-8-1981 was brought 
about primarily on account of the train having been driven at an estimated speed of 
about 128 Krn./h.-much in excess of the authorised speed of 110 Km./h.·~-triggered 
off by track which was not upto the mark and rolling stock which had minor deficiencies 
and both of which were not in a fit condition to withstand the effects of the excessive 
speed. 

Failure of the Railway Management to curb the over-speeding tendencies of loco
motive Drivers in an extensive area covering the length and breadth of the Railway sys· 
tern over a considerable period. thereby giving them a wrong impression that the Manage· 
ment was behind them in their erroneous pursuit. was a strong contributory factor to the 
occurrence. 

8.2 Responsibility 

8.2.1 I hold Shri E. 0. Lever, Driver of the Express train primarily responsible for 
the accident. 

8.2.2 Shri Lever violated G.R. 89 (a) and !b) which read as under: 

"89. Limits of speed generally-{ a) Every train. shall be run on. each section of 
the Railway within the limits of speeds sanct1on~d for that sect10n by approved 
special instructions. The sectional speed sanct1oned _shall b~ shown m the 
Working Time Table, a copy of which shall be supphcd on ISsue to the Com
missioner of Railway Safety. 

(b) The Driver shall regulate and co.ntrol _the running of his train ~s a~curately 
as possible, according to the Workmg T1me Table. so as to avo1d either. ex
cessive speed or Joss of tim!.!': he shaH not make up between any two statiOns 
more time than is allowed in this behalf by special instructions. and shall 
observe all temporary speed restrictions." 

I do not hold any individual Railway offic_ial responsible for contribution. to tl1e 
occurrence. The Railway Administration may dec1de the act1on to be taken agamst the 
erring officials. 

8.2.3 Shri Lever who is 53 years of age started his Railway career in _1946 as a 
Fireman and had been working as a locomotive Driver for about 25 years prtor to the 
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~ccident. He was trained in Diesel Locomotive driving in 1976 and had since been driv
mg .l~po~·ta~lt ~.x~ress tra1~s m th~ ca~..:gory of 'Drivl!r A' (Special) grade. He had six 
pumshm..:n_ts rdah.:d to tram workmg m Ius long career of 35 years of which the last 
t:-yo-one m October 197.l and the other in November 1977-were for passing Home 
Signals at ON. 

8.3 Relief arrangements 

. . 8.3.1 I am gcncr•lly satisticd with the relief arrangements. Thanks .to the avail
abJhty of a f~\~ compc.:tcnt Doct,nrs on the train and also due to the spontaneous response 
of the authonocs of the E.S.l. Hospital, Sirpur. Kaghaznagar, as also tho zealous efforts 
~1f the authont1cs of S~rpur Papa Milb, Sir Silk Factory and the Rotary Club of Sirpur 
·~aghaznagar. m~.:dzca~ _aid rC"adt..:d the injurc:d as quickly as could be expected in the 
ctrcumstancl.!s. The.! lllJUred ~~~() deposed before _me were generally appreciative of the 
hdp rendered by th..:se author1t11.:s. A few complamts have also been voiced of delayed 
attention but considering the gigantic dimensions of the task unexpectedly fallen on them it 
could b~ ~aid without hesitation that they had responded wonderfully and had not only cared 
for the InJured but had also looked after the needs of the thousand and odd passengers till 
they left the place by a duplicate train the next morning. The sympathy and care shown 
by on!! and all of the small town was praiseworthy. having brought out the best in Man 
in the moment of adversity of hundreds of passengers of the ill fated train. 

8.3.2 There was no major part played by the Railway authorities both in respect 
of medical aid to the injured and rcfn:shmcnts to the others. This was understandable con· 
si<.kring their limitations at the out of the way place. 

8.J.3. 1 t·annot, however. hdp observing that the extraordinary delay in starting th~ 
Medical Rdicf Van from Sccundcrabad was really deplorable. Having been ordered at 
18.30 hrs. the Van left the station at 19.45 hrs. full 75 minutes after being ordered. Order
ing of the tmin was itself dclaycd having bccn done at 18.30 hrs., full thirty minutes after 
the news of the accident was rc~.:civcd in the Railway J?ivisional Control O!fice. What is 
furth~.:r surprising is thut tht:rl.! should have: been. no tune ~chedule prcscnbcd .for turn 
out of Medical Relief Vans at St.!cundcrabad. Rmlway Officaals who were questioned on 
this issue stated that thc dt:lay \Y<IS due to Doctors having been required to travel from 
Lallaguda to Sccundcrabad station. a distn:ncc of nearly 3 kms. bu.t ~ere not able to say 
what the optimum time was for transportmg them. Further questtonmg revealed that no 
Mock Drill. whatsoever. of the Relief Van had been co!'ductcd for qu~tc so~e time. That 
uch a situation should exist at th!.! Headquarters station of the Railway Is really sur

s 'liU[S!Jd 

8.3.4. It may. however. be stated that tho delayed turn out of the Medical Van from 
s. nderabad made no difference to rehd operatwns as the local pubhc and State Gov-

~.:cu t Doctors c·1mc to the rescue of the injured and others. It appears all the same 
crnmen y tnat tile ~ituation should be corrected and the relief vans which arc maintained 
neccssar · · f ~ct 
at considerable cxpcnsc arc really made usdul m times o nee . 

IX. REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

9.1 From .what has been brought _out in pa_ras 7.8 to. 7.12 it is evi~en! that there 
'd . . d t"'ndency of overspcedmg of trams by Dravers on all Dtvtswns of the 

was a WI csprca ' · · d h R 'J M t h d " ral Railway systl.!m for quttc some t1me an t e m.way anagemen a 
Sout~ k ~cn~ffective steps to curb the tendency even when frequ~nt mstances of overs~ed
!'-0t ta en c n record. That such a situation should have prev.aJicd on almost all sections 
1ng cam~ <;J

1 
ver 3 p ·riod of time indicates that the Railway Management had not 

of. the 3 ! wa~ 0 he situa\ion Its continued indifference to the problem even in the 
scnously viewe ~nstances of· overspeeding recorded against certain Dr~vers . had perh~ps 
face of frequent~. ·on in the minds of the offenders as weU ,as lower supervisory offic.mJs 
creat:d an tmpr~f~1 'nu.s f the Management. Ministry of Rmlways may urgently consJ~cr 
that It ha? the css~ofrc~t the siutation in the overall interests. of safety of trayellmg 
steps necessary ~0 . th. fourth inst·mce for an important tram to come to gnef on 
public. Th~t thiS .~t~ t~o years due'to overspeeding (the first was on 3-12-79 involving 
the san1e Railwa¥ "' 1 n th· second w-15 on 19-6-80 involving the Tamil Nadu Express 
the Mahal~kshm• Exp7~s4 81c i~volving ;he Ganoa Kavori Express) makes it all the more 
and the tlurd was on - - -
urgent. 
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9.2 Apropos para 7.13. Ministry of .Railways may consider steps which might be 
necessary to dtssu<H.k misguided Railway Officiab from aUopting a narrow approach for 
achieving .spee~s of trains without giviug due con~ideration to the needs of safety and 
help inculcate m all catagorks of Railway-~en equal conc~rn for speed and sakty. 

9.3 From what has been brought out in para 7.14 it is evident that there was 11 
larg~ scale violation of the statutory conditions of sanction issued for the operation of 
High Speed trains on the Grand Trunk route. It is recommended for the consiUcration 
of the Ministry of Railways that the matter be urgently reviewed and steps takcn to 
retri..!vc the situation in the shortest possible time. Pending this, the stx:~::ds of the High 
Speed trains on the Grand Trunk route may be reduced to 100 Km./h. Railway Board 
may al:;o consider advising th~ Railway Administrations conc~rn~d suitably on the d~si
rability of hooouring the commitments, once made, for the operation of the trains. In 
the event of a revision being considered necessary based on the experience gained subse
quently they should procc~d about ir. a constitutional manner to have the conditions 
revised after convincing the RDSO and the Commission of Railway S~fety. 

. 9.4 Apropos para 7.15 Ministry of Railways may consider the desirability of re· 
viewing thdr present policy about the usc of speed recorders on fast trains and suitably 
direct the Railways to go in for rdiable spe:cd recorders and adt.!quatc.:: machinery for 
tutalysing and interpreting the char:ts so as to be capable of ~ing used as an effective 
Management tool not only for ensuring safety but also for promoting cffich:ncy in ·train 
operations. 

9.5 Apropos para 7.16.4 Ministry of Railways may consider suitably directing the 
Railway Administrations about the desirability of looking after the needs of the passen· 
gers involved in an accident of this nature till they reach their destination by alternate 
arrangements made for their travel as a result of the accident. That the officials on the 
Railways are not quite alive to this requirement has been brought out in sharp focus both 
by the experience of passengers involved in this accident. as llso in the carli~r one in· 
volving K.K. Express of 19-5·1981 and warrants urgent remcdml measures. 

9.6 Apropos para 7.16.3 Ministry of Railways ma_y suitably direct the Railway 
Administrations to aim at maintaining the track and rollmg stock to the rigid specilica
tions. recommended bv RDSO after extensive trials. with a view to mak..: long distance 
travel on fast trains cOmfortable for passengers. Many of the Civil Engint.!crs responsible 
for track maintenance and Mechanical Engineers responsible:· for maintenance of rolling 
stock appear to be under the impression ~at as _long as it is ·not cnsafc'. even l!ledi~cre 
maintenance is passable. This crroneou~ 1mprcss10n ~as to bt.: removed from th~u mmds 
with a view to make Rail Travel by High Speed trams really a pleasure and not an un· 
avoidable misery as given expression to by some of the passengers. 

Bangalore-560 009. 
Dated 23rd Novr. 1981. 

Yours faithfully, 

B. P. SASTRY, 
Commissiofli!r of Railway Safety 



RAILWAY BOARD'S COI\L,IENTS ON VARIOUS PARAS OJ! HIE REPORT 

Cause and Responsibilily 

CCRS's remarks regarding cause and responsibility supporting the conclusions of 
the CRS are fully apprecwteli .. Nevef!heless the basic issue which ha• remained unre
solved and wh1ch led to the d1ffercnce of opinion between the CRS and the Railway 
ts 'Yhcth~r the actual speed of the train could be determined. with reasonable assurance 
of 1ts bemg correct, from ~he speed recorder chart of the type us~d in this case. This 
chart has a ver~ ~arrow t1me base and the trace tends to become smudged at the higfi 
spe~d ~nd. Va~10us m..:thods have been employed to interpret the chart including optical 
projection. It IS stated that methods I. 2 and 3 employed by the Indian Institute of 
Sciences, Bangalorc. are in ascending order of accuracy, the d..:gree of uncertainty being 
respectively plus/minus 10'(., plus/minus 6'.'~ and plus/minus 5';(,. 

It is one of the principlcs of mathematics that as a technique of nicasuremcnt is 
refined or algcrithm develnpl!d, each step leads to more accurate results and there is 
a convergence of the solution--the measured value or the computed quantity. In this 
case the speed of the train mc:·~ured over a 2 Km base was determined successively as 
112 Kmph. by Method I. 128 5 Kmph by Method 2 and 134.4 Kmph by Method 3. 
These results could be considered to a leading towards a convergence but the speed of 
the same train as measur<d as 109.6 · Kmph by Method I. 116.8 Kmph by Method 2 
and 112.5 by Method 3. Here between the reading obtained by Method 2 and Method 3 
there is a divergence. While the speed on 2 Km. base has been assessed as higher by 
u;iog Method 3 th•n what is assessed by using Method 2, in the rase of the speed over 
a 4 Km base it has been assessed at 116.8 Kmph by Method 2 and 112 Kmph by Method 
3 which is less. Both results arc comput'ed from the same trace. Since there is a diver· 
gence between the results obtained. It is not possible to plac'\ firm reliance on these me
thods of measurement. 

Again, a difficulty is experienced when an attempt is made to correlate the ave
rage speeds over the 2 Km base and the 4 Km base. It may be presumed that !he speed 
maintained by the Driver for the 2 Km stret~h from 55 to 3.5 Kms fro~ the pomt where 
the locomotives finally came to rest was mamtamed t1U derailment. Th1s ts also the pre
sumption made by CRS. Hence for a train travelling at 134.4 Kmph for the last three 
Kms of the stretch from 5.5 to 2.5 Kms from point of derailment to average 112.5 Kms 
over· the entire 4 Kms from 6.5 to 2.5 Kms, it would have to travel the tirst Krn. at 75 
Km h In fact if we allow proper ume to accelerate to 134.4 kmph, the speed m the 
first km would be much loss than 75 kmph at the start of the stretch. Such .a slow 
speed would definitely have been noticed and remarked upon by the Witnesses wh1ch bas 
not been the case. 

It is, therefore. only reasonable .to. as.suf!le .that the mean value ~of the read~~gs 
th 4 km stretch is a more reahsuc tnd1catton of speed than the 2 km verston 

~kj{cd 0°ut by CRS. This mean value is about 113 kmph. 

It may also be. relevant to ~ention. here that the WDM-2 loco is stab!c upto 1~0 
h Th, e Iter ·its riding quahty dechnes markedly. W1th the tr~ck also not m 

kmJ? · er J·tio~ the rough riding itself would have worked the engme crew of the 
opt1mum. con 1 ·s·I~C The track condition may also explain why a few of the witnesses 
speed bemg execs · . 
examined described the speed as excessiVe. 

t therefore escape the conclusion that the speed was. at most. mar-
. We cann~' maximu~ as recorded and allowing. for the I% adjustment due to 

gmally .al;>ovc. 1 ~d S% for accuracy of reading. it might even have boon only 106 kmph. 
wheel dmmetcr

1 
a • tir. range of possible speeds is . within the allowed range of error. 

In any case, t te en t= . 

The other significant p~ints brought up by the Railway arc : 

(!) )imes entered in guard's journal do not indicate overspeeding. 

A 
rna· ority ·of witnesses. some of them experi7nccd Railway men, used to 

<21 · tJ v ·I have testified that speed was not excessiVe. 
tram rn t= • 
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(3) No point of mount could be detected. With secondary suspension total unload· 
ing of the wheel just cannot take place. 

The Railway has also stated that possibilities of rail gap. tilt. fracture etc. w..:rc 
not examined by CRS. These arc mere conjectures. The basic fact is that the cause of 
derailment in this c_asc could not be exactly determined because of inherent inaccuracy 
of the speed recordmg system. The need for rectifying this is acccph.:d. As a policy. 
HASLER speed recorders which use a strip chart that allows a wider time base are. 
now being fitted to all diesel and electric passenger train locomotives. Even thcsl!. how. 
ever. are not considered totally free from error and trails with electronic systems with 
pulse counters on the gear box. digital data processing and off-line analysis to provide 
exact speeds. subject to proper calibration. are now being considered. 

REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Para 9.1 : Curbing the tendency of over speeding of trains bl Drivers. 

CRS has stated that there has been a general failure of S.C. Railway's manage
ment in contralling the tendency of Drivers to overspeed and in the quest for punctuality 
and making up time. some officers have even connived at overspceding. Such a situa
tion would be contrary to the prevailing culture on the Railways generally which puts 
safety above all other managerial. values. A study of accidents due to 'human failure' 
will show that a majority of such accidents arc due to negligence. usually not deliberate. 
of existing orders on the subject. The official response is always to tighten up the rules 
further, intendify inspections and counselling and enforce disciplinary action. Any at
tempt to shield an individual or a group of the staff is viewed adversely by higher 
management. 

Regarding minor defects in the coach the low oil level in the dashpots is a factual 
observation and no further remarks arc necessary. 

Para 9.2 : Dissuading of Railway official from adopting narrow approach fur achieving 
Speeds without giving due consideration to the needs of safety. 

·Speed is not achieved at the cost of safety. Booked speed is worked out, taking 
into consideration all factors affecting safety. Sufficient ·cushion' time is also provided 
Speed n:strictions. both temporary and permanent arc also monitored by Inspectors and 
Officers. and surprise checks conducted to ensure strict observance of various speed res
trictions. However, CRS's observance has been brought to the notice of the Railways for 
necessary action in Board's letter No. 85/Safety l/12/16 dated 12-8-1985. 

Para 9.3 : Reduction of speed of high speed trains on G. T. route. 

The question of maximum Jl~rmissible speed on G.T. route was examined. The 
maximum permissible speed on V!Jayawada Gudur sect1on for WAM-4 locus was re
duced to 100 kmph. The results of track recording and acceleration elsewhere or with 
other pcnnittcd rolling stock on trdck consideration did not warrant general reduction 
in maximum permissible speed on G.T. route. However, Railways impose local speed 
restrictions wherever warranted. 

As regards violation of statutory conditions of sanctions issued. instructions were 
issued to S.C. Railway vide Board's letter No. 81/W6/PRA/24 dated 17-11-81 to en
sure th:.~t ultrason:c testing is carried out as per schedule. Orders have been placed for 
self propelled ultras0nic test card and also for more hand operated ultrasonic testers. 

The Railways have since reduced the speed of some trains to a maximum of 100 
or lOS kms per hour. The SC Rly.'s remark that "no ovcrspeeding on this Division 
exists at present"' has been interpreted as an admission that overspeeding existed in the 
past. It docs not appear that the Railway intended such a meaning if this remark is 
seen in the context of· the details of the measures taken to control overspeeding both be
fore and after the accident .... , 

Restoration of the maxiii11im• speed of passenger trains to the earlier levels will 
only be done after consuh:ng RDSO and CCRS. 
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Para 9.4 : Use of speed recorders. 

Development work has been undcrtak~n for capacity within thc country for the 
manufacture of bclter and m.ore reliable speed. re~orders. At present Hasler speed re
corders are bcm~ use<;t exclusJvcly for fitmcnt. on dJcsel and electric locomotives required 
to haul passen~~.:r trams. Efforts arc also bemg made for the development of more ac· 
cura!e ele~tromc speed recorders based on pulse counters, digital data processing and 
mult•:lunctJOn data logging and otT-line analysis on micro computers installed in the 
Runnmg Sheds. II IS expected that highly accurate results will be obtained by the last 
method. 

Para 9.5 Looking after the passengers involved in accidents till they reach their destination. 

. Instructions already exist which require the Railways to take all possible care while 
makmg alternative arrangements for journey of passengers of a train involved in 
the train acci~cnt wit~ a view to ensuring that the passengers do not feel further dis
tressed. Duphcatc/rd•cf train should have adequate hair at appropriate timings at sta
tions where suitable catering prrangements are available. · These arrangements are also 
strengthened to ensure availability of meals and other eatables to the passengers. In 
this connction. recently a check list of all important items to be attended to promptly 
in the event of. a serious accident has been issued to all zonal railway for guidance. 

Para 9.6 : Maintenance of track and rolling stock. 

The instructions issued for proper maintenance of coaches required to run at 
speeds in excess of 100 kms per hour arc quite comprehensive and detailed in RDSO's 
pamphlet C-7103. The implementation of these instructions is not optional and there 
is no tendency on the part of the Mechanical Engineers lncharge of maintenance of roll
ing stock to work on the principle that a .. not unsafe" coach can be allowed to run ex
cept under exceptional circum~tances when it is kept under observation. For instance. 
a .. wann box" discovered while the train is on the run. may sometimes be allowed to 
run at the discretion of the Train Examining Staff with or ~ithout accompanying staff 
to nurse the warm box. Similarly a coach with a broken sprmg may be allowed to run 
at a restricted speed till destination. Except for these cases which develop on the run 
there is no relaxation of the rules for maintenance of coaches. 

As regards. maintenance of track. it has always been the a_im to maintain the. track 
to as good as ~tanda~d as. ~;ossi.ble. Instructions have been reiterated to the Ra1lways 
in this regard v1de thJS MmJStry s letter No. 85/SW6/TK/IO dated 1-8-1985. a copy of 
which is enclosed. 

Relief measures : Detailed instructions including a .ti~e sched_ule for turnin~ out 
ARriE van at each base station have been i~sucd. Indrv.1dual Ra1lways. arc remmdcd 
from time to time re!larding the need lor holdmg mock dnlls at regular mtervals. The 
SC Railway has advJSed that the lime schedule for turmn?. out the ARME van from 
Se d b d is 15 minutes lor direct despatch from the SJdmg and 20 mm~tes lor m-

. cun dera at h The actual delay in this case is a matter of factual obscrvatton. 
d~rect espa c . 

MGil'Clll:·-58-· t CRS/L•JCknow/86--16·9-87-500. 
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